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JOSEPH STAŠKO FONDS

X20-2


BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Joseph Staško is an émigré Slovak politician, journalist and retired librarian. He was born on August 1, 1917 in Sedliacka Dubová, Slovakia. He obtained his undergraduate degree from Comenius University in Bratislava, studied at La Soborne (France) between 1935-1942, and received his Ph.D. in French Literature and Language, from the University of Bratislava in Slovakia in 1942. He obtained a Master’s degree in Library Science at Columbia University in June, 1963.

While he avoided politics during the existence of the Slovak State, Dr. Staško did join the post-war Democratic Party and won election to the Prague Parliament in May of 1946. However, because he was an uncompromising autonomist who made it clear that he would not vote for Edvard Beneš as the post-war President of Czechoslovakia, the Democratic Party turned its back on him and allowed the “people’s” courts to try him on trumped-up charges. From 1946 to 1953 he was imprisoned in Leopoldov and in the Jachymov uranium mines. From 1953 to 1961 he worked as a manual laborer in various factories. He escaped to the United States in 1962, where he arrived in New York on May 24. He was married the same year. After he received his degree in library science, he found employment at the New York Public Library. He became Chief of the Periodicals Department and retired in that capacity in 1983.

Dr. Staško's special interests are history, economics and political science, and his research focuses mainly on Central European economies and political structure analysis. Dr. Staško has written and published three books: History of Techniques in Trade, 19??; Slovaks in the U.S.A., 1974; The April Agreement, 1977; he is the editor of The Shaping of Modern Slovakia, published in 1982. He has been a contributor to various journals of political and social science. He has presented many public lectures on various aspects of the Slovak question and the Slovak People.

Dr. Staško has been an active member of many political and cultural Slovak organizations; he was President of the Slovak Historical Association of America; he was editor and writer for the SKS Bulletin and for the periodical Horizont.

Dr. Staško is recognized as one of the moving forces in the preservation, defense, and development of Slovak history and culture, in Slovakia and abroad.

Information for Dr. Staško's biographical sketch was collected from:

CUSTODIAL HISTORY

Dr. Staško is responsible for the creation of this fonds, and an undetermined portion of the textual documents included in it were personally collected by Dr. Staško. In the mid-seventies, Dr. Staško launched an appeal to his Slovak compatriots and friends from all over the world, to participate in the creation of the Slovak National Archives in the United States. In response to this request, some of Dr. Staško's contemporaries donated their personal papers and other collections related to Slovak history and culture. Dr. Staško's project of the American-based Slovak National Archives did not materialize for lack of physical and financial resources. However, as a result of Dr. Staško's initiative, important documents were collected from various sources, and constitute a significant portion of the textual and non-textual materials in this fonds, especially in its Series I and IV. Until given to the University of Ottawa, documents were stored in Dr. Staško's apartment in New York, N.Y., as well as in his summer home in New Jersey.

In 1992, Dr. Staško donated the entire fonds to the Archives and Special Collections of the Library Network of the University of Ottawa. These important Slovak-American archival materials were Dr. Staško's contribution to the newly founded Chair in Slovak History and Culture at the University of Ottawa. The donation was initiated and facilitated by the first holder of the Chair, Dr. M. Mark Stolarik. Textual documents were filed in folders and shipped in 39 archival boxes (14 of 44 x 29.5 x 9 cm.; 25 of 31.5 x 24.5 x 7.5 cm.); non-textual items were in a cardboard case (30 x 29 x 7.5 cm.); audio materials were in a suitcase. All material was handed to and transported by Dr. M. Mark Stolarik.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

The Joseph Staško Fonds is basically a collection of personal archives from well known Slovak diplomats, politicians, professors, journalists, poets, and artists. It consists of correspondence, newspaper clippings, literary manuscripts, books, newspapers, journals, pamphlets, posters, political briefs, memoirs, minutes of meetings, constitutions of organizations, conference proceedings, etc; radio programs, poetry readings, interviews, personal conversations, songs, religious ceremonies, excerpts from speeches; many pieces of artwork (sketches, drawings, engravings, sculptures, medals); ca. 132 b&w and colour photographs of groups and of individuals; various personal effects (legal papers such as passports, naturalization papers, death certificate, health records, etc., address books, cheque books, picture frame).

These documents offer information on: the political history of Slovakia during its many regimes; the history and culture of the Slovak people living in Slovakia or abroad,
especially in the United States and Canada. It provides important, and often unique
information on Slovak political, cultural, and nationalist organizations aimed at the
conservation and survival of the Slovak heritage. It records the Slovak people's long
fight on the local, national and international scene for political recognition and protection
of human rights. It gives a unique insight into the communication network of Slovak
émigrés in the U.S.A., Canada, Argentina, Germany, Switzerland, Hungary, Italy, etc. It
brings together part of the intellectual legacy of well known Slovak poets and artists. The
most valuable characteristic of this fonds, however, is that all this priceless information is
conveyed through the very words, views, and deeds of the politicians, diplomats,
professors, journalists, artists and simple citizens who have experienced, first hand, the
events, the hardships, and the honors attached to Slovakia's history and culture in the
20th century. Through the correspondence, the recorded informal conversations, the
writings, the accounts of political actions, or the artistic legacy of great men (such as
Staško, Ľúčanský, Mikuš, Sidor, Papin, Moza, Roman, Kruľiak, Kirschbaum, Paušo,
Dilong, Cincík, Doránsky, Böhm, Okáľ, Strmeň, Ľamov, etc.), this fonds represents a
very unique source of primary and secondary documents. Most items are in good
condition.

The fonds was organised by its creator, into five major categories, called "Series":
Series I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (Personal Papers), Series II. PREDMETNY MATERIÁL
(Important Material), Series III. NOVINY A ASOPISY (Newspapers & Periodicals),
Series IV. MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (Magnetic Tapes), Series V. PABERKY
(Miscellaneous Documents).

SERIES DESCRIPTION

of textual material. – 122 photographs. – 6 objects. (Box 199-208, 214, 1660, HF3)
This series consists of 11 files, each one gathering material on, by, or from a compatriot
of Dr. Staško. Some items were collected by Dr. Staško himself, while others have been
collected by the individual whose name appears on the file, and subsequently given to
Dr. Staško by the individual or by his family. Series I consists mostly of correspondence.
Series I also includes photographs, personal papers, medals, personal effects,
manuscripts of literary works, posters, etc. Within this Series, files and subfiles have
been kept in their original order. Where no specific arrangement existed within a file,
subfiles were created following a logical arrangement. See Inventory of the graphic
material (X20-2ICO) and Inventory of objects (X20-2-OB) for a detailed list of these
items.

Series II: Predmetny Materiál. (Important material) 1796-1904, 1946-1988. – 0,82
linear meters and 13 items of textual material. – 6 photographs. (Box 208-212)
This series is divided into five files.

Series II: File 1. Pamätnice (Souvenir Books) 1947-1987. – 0,07 linear meters of
textual material. (Box 208)
This file contains memorabilia produced in relation to the celebration of significant events pertaining to the political, religious, cultural, or social heritage of Slovaks living outside Slovakia. Materials are listed in chronological order, and each item has been assigned a folder number.

**Series II. File 2. Memoranda, Petitions, Appeals, Congressional Papers, etc.** 1946-1988. – 0,04 linear meters of textual material. (Box 209)
This file contains texts of political interventions for the independance of Slovakia and freedom of the Slovak People. Documents have been arranged in 5 subfiles: - Memoranda, 29 items; - Petitions, 5 items; - Appeals, 12 items; - Congressional Papers, 5 items; - Propaganda leaflets, 4 items. Within each subdivision, entries are filed in chronological order (with n.d. items filed last), & individual items given a sequential folder number.

**Series II. File 3. Spolkové Stampvu a Zápisnice (By-laws & Minutes of Associations). Slovak World Congress (SKS)** 1958-1984. – 0.31 linear meters of textual material. (Box 209-210)
Name given to this file by Dr. Staško is somewhat misleading as it really deals only with one association, Slovak World Congress (SWK), & includes much more than just by-laws & minutes. Documents have been arranged in 7 subfiles, & cover various aspects of the SWC, from its history, creation, & constitution, to materials from its internal operations, correspondence, public activities, yearly conferences, & its Bulletin. Filing varies from one subfile to another, but within each subfile, items are arranged in chronological order. Files contain materials of different formats (letters, pamphlets, memos, minutes of meetings, publicity items, galleys, artifact, etc.).

**Series II. File 4. Slovenské Kultúrné a Politické Organizácie v Zahraničí. (Political & Cultural Organizations Abroad)** 1952, 1972-1984. – 0,4 linear meters of textual material. – 6 photographs. (Box 210-212)
This file is made up of three subfiles: 1) documents from/on various political & cultural associations & corporate bodies, 2) documents from/on various academic institutions & ethnic research centers, 3) documents collected by Dr. Staško as part of his involvement in the Slovak Historical Association of America, Horizont, and SKS Bulletin.

**Series II. File 5. Knihy (Books)** 1796-1904. – 13 items.
Dated items are listed in chronological order, followed by undated items. All the books have been catalogued and can be found through the Library catalogue and in a list placed at the end of this finding aid.

This series contains periodicals of general interest, including journals, newspapers, and newsletters, most of them published outside Slovakia by/for/about Slovaks in exile. A few titles are publications from within Slovakia. Some are published for other ethnic groups living outside their homeland. It appears that most issues of these periodicals
were collected as the result of personal subscriptions by Dr. Staško. Some issues, however, seem to have been collected by other donors. Arrangement by titles' alphabetical order. Most items are brittle and in poor condition. All newspapers and periodicals have been catalogued and can be found through the Library catalogue by title and in a list placed at the end of this finding aid.

**Series III. File A. General Interest Periodicals Holdings** 1940-1992. – 64 items of textual material.
This series consists of 60 periodicals from various parts of the world (North and South America, Europe and Australia). Arrangement: titles in alphabetical order.

This series contains issues of various religious periodicals published by, and intended for Christian Slovaks living abroad. In most cases, items seem to have been gathered by Dr. Staško from outside sources rather than being from a personal subscription. Names of Slovak contemporaries of Dr. Staško appear on address stickers. Arrangement: titles in alphabetical order.

**Series III. File C. Literary Periodicals** 1949-1951, 1986, 1989. – 2 items of textual material.
This file contains only titles of literary periodicals. The bound volumes of Mladost are of particular interest. Origin of the items could not be established.

This series consists of sound recordings made by or given to Dr. Staško. They record personal conversations with friends in his or in his colleagues' homes, interviews with famous Slovak personalities, radio programs from RFE & others, poetry readings for special occasions, public lectures on Slovak questions, religious ceremonies, as well as various pieces of Slovak music. Language of documents is exclusively Slovak. This is a particularly interesting portion of the Fonds, but poor sound quality of many items limits their usefulness. The sound recordings are of various sizes, various length & on various supports. Listing arrangement is alphabetical by name of creator and/or of subject of the recording. See Inventory of the sound recordings (X20-2-SR) for a detail list of these items.

**Series V: Paberky. (Miscellaneous Documents)** [1897, 1912], 1922, 1949-1992. – 0.36 linear meters of textual material. – 4 photographs. (Box 212-214, HF3)
This series gathers a large number of individual pieces such as newspaper clippings, brochures, pamphlets, conference programs, personal memos, form letters, general correspondence, postcards, photographs, etc., on a variety of subjects, accumulated by Dr. Staško over a number of years. Materials in this portion of the Fonds were received "in a lump", without any specific order, thematic, chronological, or otherwise. To facilitate consultation, documents were subsequently organized in 12 subject files, with subfiles,
sections, folders, or items. Within each division, entries have been organized in chronological order (except in subfile 7.2 where order is alphabetical), and given a sequential identification number. Documents in Series V are mostly in Slovak, with some in Czech, German, Russian, Hungarian, Italian, English & French. In view of this characteristic, & in order to facilitate & maximize retrieval, this portion of the Inventory is described in much more depth than the previous ones. It takes the form of a descriptive list where, under the broad subject assigned to each file & subfile, a brief explanation of content of most individual items is given along with its physical description.

The link between documents gathered in this file and the general subject matter of the Fonds, i.e. the History & Culture of the Slovak People living in Slovakia or Abroad, is very thin. The justification lies in the fact that this material dealing with American History & Life was collected & donated by Dr. Staško, a Slovak living in the U.S.A. See Inventory of the graphic material (X20-2ICO) for a detailed list of these items.

**NOTES**

N.B. Some items had to be removed from their original boxes or folders and placed in separate boxes for conservation purposes. This has generated changes in the finding aids for most of the boxes’ content and for some folders descriptions as well. As of 2006, researchers will find four separate finding aids for the Joseph Staško Fonds: Textual Documents, Graphic Material, Objects and Sound Recordings. We apologize for any inconvenience this may bring to researchers who have used this finding aid prior to 2006.

Note on the arrangement
The records have been described in accordance with local rules for description (based on RAD) used in other Guides and Inventories produced by ARCS; descriptions of correspondence and of literary manuscripts have been modelled on *Inventory of the Papers of Robin Skelton in the University of Victoria Archives*, by Anne Maclean, Victoria, 1990 ; audio materials were described according to the guidelines for "Sound recordings and oral history" in *A Manual for Small Archives*, by Baird and Coles, Vancouver,1988. In Series I and in part of Series II, records have been described at the "file" and "subfile" level. In a portion of Series II, and in Series III, IV, and V, records have been described at the "item" level ("item" meaning an indivisible individual document). In these cases, the greater level of description was deemed necessary to insure comprehension, and to facilitate consultation, taking into account the many languages used in the documents.

**NOTE ON LANGUAGE**
The fonds contains documents written mostly in Slovak, with some in Czech and in English, with a few in German, Russian, Hungarian, Italian, Swedish, and French. Because of our technical limitations, not all diacritics, especially in Slovak and in Czech, could be reproduced. We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. When used, diacritics were ignored in the establishment of alphabetical listings.

Abbreviations used in describing literary works include "ts." for a draft in typescript form, "tss." for more than one draft in typescript form, "hol." and "hols." for one or for many handwritten drafts. Carbon copies and photocopies of drafts are identified as such. The physical extent of unpublished materials are expressed in number of "leaves", while the extent of published works (books, newspapers, journals, galley proofs, page proofs) is expressed in number of pages (p.). Other abbreviations used in the Inventory are: format of dates expressed in numbers only, "11.10.1982", this being the eleventh of October 1982; "s.l." (place of publication unknown); "n.s." (intellectual property of document or source of publication unknown); "n.d." (date of publication or of creation unknown); "incl." to indicate enclosure(s). Geographical locations are always given two levels: City-State (New York, N.Y.), or City-Province (Toronto, Ontario), or City-Country (Paris, France).

**ABBREVIATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>Incoming letter(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out</td>
<td>Outgoing letter(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>als.</td>
<td>Handwritten, signed letter(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts. or tss.</td>
<td>Draft(s) in typescript form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hol. or hols.</td>
<td>Holographed or handwritten draft(s) by author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ms. or mss.</td>
<td>Handwritten manuscript(s) by other people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incl.</td>
<td>Primary document includes...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ips.</td>
<td>Inch per second.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min.</td>
<td>Minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hrs.</td>
<td>Hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approx.</td>
<td>Approximately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>Author, or corporate body responsible for work(s) is unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>Date of publication or date of creation is unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.l.</td>
<td>Place of publication is unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.</td>
<td>Number of page(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev.</td>
<td>Reverend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr.</td>
<td>Friar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Msgr.</td>
<td>Monsignor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rt. Hon.</td>
<td>Right Honorable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Descriptions of correspondence include the total number of letters exchanged by two individuals: (in) for "incoming" letters from the correspondent whose name is given to the file, (out) for "outgoing" letters to this person. The total number of correspondence is broken down into typed letters (tls., signed or unsigned), handwritten letters (als.), form
letters (signed or unsigned), photocopies of letters (signed or unsigned), carbon copies (signed or unsigned); notes and cards are mentioned by form, with added mention of "als." or "tls." indicating handwritten or typed items. Date(s) of letter(s) are limited to year(s), giving span when appropriate. Any documents included by correspondents in their letters, are noted with the wording "Includes...". Letters addressed to the correspondent by a third person and included in the exchange between the two primary correspondents are identified by the mention "With ..." followed by a basic description of the item(s).

Most documents are in good condition. However, a certain portion of letters and some newspaper clippings were in very poor condition and needed extensive repairs. In such cases, a note was included, stating "poor condition", "very poor condition". Some of these items were put in special envelopes; in less severe cases, the item was photocopied for current usage. Some handwritten documents (especially some literary works) were particularly hard to read and sometimes impossible to decipher. A note to this effect has been included in the Inventory.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this fonds.

REPRODUCTION

Photocopying is permitted, according to the Canadian Copyright Law and general practice in Canadian archives, and if documents is in good condition.
Subfile 1.1. Correspondence.

BOX 199

199.1 Esterházy, Louise. 1 out, 1953, unsigned carbon copy.


199.3 Vasecká, Imrich. 1 in, n.d., tls.

199.4 Form Letter. 1 out, 1952, unsigned carbon copy.

Subfile 1.2. 70th & 80th Birthday Celebrations.

199.5 Contains: 2 invitations to & program of public receptions in honour of Dr. Böhm; 5 newspaper articles on Dr. Böhm's life & works, published in various Slovak-American newspapers between January & February 1989. 7 items.

Subfile 1.3. General Dr. Milan R. Štefánik Award, 1986.

199.6 Contains: - 8 newspaper articles & clippings from various Slovak-American newspapers, between April & May 1986; - 1 invitation to & program of the Award Ceremony, New York, 27 April 1986; - Guest Book signed by attendees. 10 items.


199.7 Program of celebration. New York, 6 October, 1985. Pamphlet. 22 x 10 cm. Poetry reading by Dr. Böhm, his wife Dr. Maria Dziaková-Böhmová, & others.


199.8 Contains: - newspaper clipping from Catholic New York, 3 January 1991, announcing Dr. Böhm's death; letter of condolences, (out, January 1991, signed carbon copy) from Dr. Staško to Dr. Maria Böhmová-Dziaková, wife of deceased. 2 items.
Subfile 1.6. Publications & Writings.

199.9 - Slovenská Menšína V Madarsku. Memorandum Z Roku 1942. The Slovak Minority in Magyarország. Memorandum 1942. To His Excellency Dr. Miklós Kállay, Royal Hungarian Prime Minister. By Dr. Böhm as President of the Party of Slovak National Unity (Strana Slovenskej Národnej Jednoty - SSNJ), reprint, The Slovak Institute Cleveland, 1983. 71 p. 23.5 x 16 cm. Also, 1 offprint of the English version, from Slovak Studies, XVI, 1976, pp. 55-118, 23.5 x 16 cm. Dedicated to Dr. Staško & autographed by author.


Subfile 1.7. Material on Slovakia-Hungary Political Situation.

This subfile contains various documents collected by Dr. Böhm on the Hungary-Slovakia political question:


199.14 - Journal & newspaper articles, book reviews & readers' commentaries from various publications. 6 photocopies, 1 original. Various dates.
SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)
FILE 2.  CINCÍK, JOSEPH G., 1909 -

Subfile 2.1. Correspondence.
199.16  - Dyma, Ján.  1 in, 1982, tls.
199.18  - Hudec, Dominik.  2 in, 1990, 1 tls., 1 signed photocopy.
199.20  - Mikuš, Jozef.  1 in, 1989, als.
199.23  - Šulc, Dušan.  1 in, n.d., no script; 1 out, 1990, (returned to sender), no script.  Includes: ink & lead sketch of Cincík's portrait; newspaper article by Dr. Cincík.

Subfile 2.2. Biographical material.
199.26  Typewritten Résumé.  3 p.

Subfile 2.3. Newspaper articles.
199.27  - 2 photocopies from Historama, July, 1989 (on Msgr. Tiso); 1 photocopy from The Danville News, 13 November, 1989 (on Slovak book collection at St. Cyril Academy); 1 laminated article from The Danville News, n.d. (on exhibit of Cincík's religious paintings); proofprint of article about Cincík's work, in The Catholic Witness, 19 May, 1989, Harrisburg Diocese, PA.

Subfile 2.4. Personal Papers & Personal Documents.
- Certificate of naturalization, Cleveland, Ohio, 7 August, 1953, in leather case engraved with initials J.G.C., closed dimension 21.5 x 9 cm.; - American passport, 1975, 15 x 9 cm; - 2 "Addresses & Telephones" books, 6 x 5 cm., 8.5 x 5.5 cm.; - 1 check book from Sun Bank/South Florida, N.A., 3 x 6 cm.

Subfile 2.5. Sketches, drawings, etc.

This section contains printed samples of various forms of Cincík's work*:
1) 6 photocopies of sketches (pen) of famous politicians; 1 photocopy of sketch of a Slovak insignia; 1 photocopy of a montage for an "American Revolution Bicentennial 1776-1976" logo using Cincík's plaque sculpture of Major Ján Ladislav Polerecký.
* For 3-dimensional artworks by Cincík, See subfile 2.7.

Subfile 2.6. Background materials.

None of the items in this section indicate their source or their author. It is presumed that they were used by Dr. Cincík as inspirational materials.
1) Colour drawing titled "Jánosík". 10.5 x 8 cm. Copy cut-out.

Subfile 2.7. Sculptures, Engravings, Insigna, Medals. (See Inventory of Objects X20-2-OB)

Subfile 2.8. Photographs (See Inventory of Graphic Material X20-2-ICO)

SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)

Subfile 3.1. Correspondence.

199.31 Bajan, Pavol. 1 in, 1972, als.; 2 out, 1972, 1 signed, 1 unsigned carbon copy.
199.33 Brosz, ? (Slobodník). 1 in, 1941, tls. Poor condition.
199.34 Cambalik, J. 1 out, 1971, signed carbon copy.


199.40 Dafcík, Ján. 33 in, 1930-1949, 18 signed tls., 2 unsigned tls., 1 als., 12 cards, tls. Includes: 1 note (in, 1944, als.) from unidentified "Lida & Rudo" (Dilong & wife?) to Dafcík. Most documents in poor condition.

199.41 Dilong, Rudolf. 24 in, 1932-1972 (4 undated items), 7 tls., 12 als., 1 note, als., 4 cards, als.; 4 out, 1954-1972, 3 tls. carbon copies, 1 signed, 2 unsigned, 1 als. signed carbon copy. Includes: cut-out Argentina address; drafts of 6 poems; list of works with dates; newspaper article on life & work of Dilong, Slovák v Amerike, 23 June 1965.


BOX 200
200.1 Gacek, Mikuláš. 29 in, 1937-1970, 24 tls., 2 als., 3 cards, tls.; 4 out, 1969-1971, 3 unsigned carbon copy, 1 signed carbon copy addressed to Gacek's wife. Includes: 3 death announcements (Emília Gaceková's, Eugen Fekete's, Mikuláš Gacek's); 1 newspaper article on Gacek, Slovák v Amerike, 1971, clipping. Some items are in poor condition. Photocopies of correspondence came with file.


200.3 Gráf, Štefan. 12 in, 1945-1947, 8 tls., 4 als.


200.5 Hollý, Ján. 1 in, 1957, tls.

200.6 Hora, Štefan (Loffay). Excerpts (with partial list) from approximately 80 letters (in, 1929-1947, transcripts); includes excerpts from letters between Loffay & many other correspondents (in/out, 1930-1947, transcripts); 27 letters, in, 1931-1940, 20 tls., 5 als., 2 cards, 1 tls., 1 als. Includes: 1 newsletter, January 1932; sheet with title of poems in 4 sections of work Lyrika.

200.7 Hrušovský, František. 6 in, 1946-1955 (1 undated item), 5 tls., 1 als.


200.15 Martinka, Joseph. 43 in, 1946-1958, 19 tls., 16 als., 6 aerogrammes, 5 tls., 1 als., 2 cards, als.; 1 out, 1955, unsigned tls. Some items are in poor condition.

200.16 Mest'ančík, Ján. 7 in, 1954-1967 (1 undated item), 6 als., 1 card, als.; 1 out, 1954, unsigned carbon copy.

Chairman of the Foreign Committee of the Slovak National Council Abroad, n.s., n.d.

200.18 Mondok, Ferdinand. 1 in, 1963, tls.


200.25 Ozábal, Vlado (Vladimir). 116 in, 1946-1970, 84 tls., 32 als.; 5 out, 1954, unsigned carbon copies. With: 4 letters (in, 1947-1962, 3 tls., 1 als.) from Ozábal to Marie Doránsky; 2 letters (1 out, 1971, unsigned carbon copy; 1 in, 1971, tls.) between Doránsky & Ludo Ozábal (Vlado's brother) re distribution of Vlado's assets & belongings; 2 letters (1 out, 1971, unsigned carbon copy; 1 in, 1971, als.) between Doránsky & Milan Pokorný re distribution of Ozábal's belongings. Includes: funeral announcement of Ozábal's death, 28 December 1970; copies of bills (doctor & funeral undertaking services); copy of death certificate; 1 sheet with personal data; 1 list of personal belongings; 1 scrap paper with financial assets & debts; 1 sheet with names of corporations (investments(?)); original list (& 1 copy) of items belonging to Ozábal & sent by Doránsky executor of will) to Milan Pokorný; copy of text of necrology by Doránsky; 4 newspaper clippings re Ozábal's death; 2 poems by Ozábal(?), May 1970; text by Doránsky on life, works, accomplishments of Ozábal on the occasion of his 60th birthday (carbon copy of typescript & newspaper article),


200.27 Paučo, Jozef. 32 in, 1951-1973 (1 undated item), 31 tls., 1 card, als. 17 out, 10 tls. (8 unsigned, 2 signed), 7 als. With: 1 letter, 1968, tls., from Draga Paučová to Doránsky. Includes: newspaper clipping from *Slovák v Amerike*, June 1964; excerpt from newspaper article on Paučo.

200.28 Pekarovič, Tibor. 1 in, 1962, tls.

200.29 Pír, Andrej. 1 in, 1972, tls.

200.30 Pribis, R. 1 in, n.d., unsigned als. Includes: 2 sheets of suggestions & instructions (ink sketch) re moving of one of Pribis' sculptures.


200.32 Reištetter, Štefan. 2 in, 1959, 1966, 1 signed carbon copy, 1 mortuary card, als. Includes: In Memoriam card re daughter Marienka.


200.34 Šandor, Andrej (Gorazd Zvonický). 5 in, 1972, tls.; 6 out, 1972, 3 signed, 3 unsigned. With: 1 letter (in, 1972, tls.) from Štefan Náhalka(?) to Doránsky. Includes: Article by Zvonický on Doránsky(with poem by Doránsky), n.s., n.d.; 3 newspaper clippings on University of Padua re teaching of Slovak literature & language.


200.36 Sidor, Karol. 19 in, 1937-1948, 17 tls., 2 als. With: 6 in, 1947-1972 (2 letters, 1 tls., 1 als.; 4 cards, als.) from Angela Sidor (wife) & her children to the Doránskys. Includes: Sidor's curriculum vitae; death announcement card; mortuary thank you note; newspaper clipping of the announcement of his
death, October 21 1953; wedding invitation & souvenir menu from daughter Angela Helen's marriage; 8 poems & 1 text of prose, by Angela Helen Sidor (Potemra); Sidor's typewritten journal of political & personal activities, 1937-1945.

200.37 Sinchak, Michal. 1 out, 1964, signed carbon copy.


200.40 Staško, Joseph. 6 in, 1970-1973, 5 tls. (1 unsigned), 1 als.; 8 out, 7 tls. (1 unsigned), 1 als. Includes: 1 letter, in, als., 1973 from Maria Doránsky after Doránsky's death; text of telephone conversation with Doránsky from his hospital bed; 4 poems by Doránsky; photocopy of back of picture sent to Staško by Doránsky ("M.G. a M.G. / Po piatom návrate - zo zajatia v Kazachstane 1945-1955").

BOX 201

201.1 Stolárík, Imrich. 3 in, 1957-1958, 2 tls., 1 als.

201.2 Strmeň, Karol. 19 in, 1964-1972 (4 undated items), 10 tls., 7 als., 2 card, als.; 5 out, 1971-1972, carbon copies, 1 signed, 3 unsigned. Includes: 1 card, 1973, als., from Strmeň & his family, to Mary Doránsky following her husband's death; poem by Doránsky for Strmeň's 50th birthday; 2 undated poems by Strmeň: "Epistola" & "Statira Na Pomery Panujúce U Katov Tatarskej Narodnosti"; Strmeň's translation "Na Smrt Maciky, Ktora sa Utopia V Nadobe So Zlatymi Rybami" of Thomas Gray's work; his translation "Velká Noc V New Yorku" of Blaise Cendrards' work; his translation of 6 pieces of lyrical poetry from 5 different Oriental authors.


201.4 Tesán, Marián. 4 in, 1970-1972 (2 undated items), 3 als., 1 card, als.


201.7 Varínský, Jozef. 6 in, 1947-1949 (2 undated items), 1 tls., (co-signed by 4 unidentified others), 4 als., 1 card, als., with original drawings, signed by many people (unidentified). Includes: 6 poems by Varínský, (2 dated 1947, 2 undated), 2 typewritten, 4 handwritten by Darínský.

201.8 Vavrovič, Jozef. 1 in, 1963, tls.

201.9 Vnuk, František. 15 in, 1971-1972 (1 undated item), 13 als., 2 cards, als; 9 out, 1971-1972 (1 undated item), unsigned carbon copies. Includes: typewritten text of epigram by Vnuk, on the occasion of Doránsky's 60th birthday; 1 poem to Vnuk by Doránsky "Vnukovi Zadunadie", n.d.

201.10 Východný Front. 10 in, 1941-1944, 6 tls., 4 als. Correspondence from various friends serving on the Eastern Front against Russia: 3 items from J. Dubnický; 1 from S. Mešiar; 3 items signed "Jano"; 1 signed "Fero"; 2 items for which sender's name cannot be deciphered.


Subfile 3.2 Publications & Writings.
Explanatory notes:
Author's name. Doránsky wrote under his legal name "Ján Doránsky" & "J.L. Doránsky"; under many pen-names: J. Hárnór; J.L. Hárnór; L’Udô Hárnór; J.D. Oravec; Ján O. Ravec; J. Oravec; Ján Oravec; J.O. Ravec; "drn"; "-jed-"; "JD"; Ján Magura. He also assumed the literary identity of his fictional character "Ján Furták", the emigrant Slovak soldier in Canada.

"Published". Individual works listed under the qualifier "Published", are those for which we could assert publication, or those for which the author has indicated at least one source of publication. Some items have appeared in more than one publication, but only one reference has been given for each title. Doránsky’s poetry was published in various anthologies: Vo vyhnanstve (1947); Zdravica sv. Cyrilovi a Metodovi (1963); in literary periodicals (such as Kultúra, Most), in almanacs (such as Literárny Almanach), & in many newspapers (such as Slovák V Amerike). For further information, see "Publication sources", Folder 203.21.

"Unpublished". "Unpublished" (be it a collection or individual items) should be interpreted as "no indication by author of having been published". However, this should not be taken as an absolute, as it is likely that some of Doránsky’s works bearing no publication information, may in fact have been published as individual items in one or more newspapers, almanacs & other literary or political publications (many of these being European post-war publications). It was impossible, within this project, to investigate the publication status of each item considering: Doránsky’s huge literary production; the numerous sources in which his works could have been reproduced; the author's very poor handwriting, making the deciphering of his "Publication Sources" lists very difficult; and the absence of a comprehensive guide to Doránsky’s works. Further bibliographic work would be needed for anyone conducting exhaustive research on Doránsky’s literary legacy.

Poems, Collected & Published


Poems, Collected & Unpublished

201.15 Oblaky a Lú. Verše. 1946. Collected under pen-name J.L. Hárnór. "Left over" items from original work, not included in proposed publication. Tss., 16 leaves. Hol. corrections. Created while in exile. Never published as a collection because manuscript "lost" when sent to the U.S.A. for publication. Holograph note on cover. Individual items later published in various publications.

Poems, Published
Alphabetical list by title

-"Krajine našich nádeje". 1946. Ts., 1 leaf. Published in Slobodné Slovensko, n.d.
-"Zájtky". n.d. Ts., 1 leaf. Published in Most, n.d.
-"Zo Zápisníka". 1968. Ts., carbon copy. 1 leaf. Published in Literárny Almanach, October 1968.
Carbon copies of typescripts, with hol. corrections of 16 poems from *Oblaky a Lú* ľ
Unpublished as part of this collected work, but many were later published individually or included in *Od Splnu*... (listed here in alphabetical order of titles): "Letná Pohúlanka". 1945, Feldkirchen. 1 leaf; "Ked Sa Slovák...". 1945, Bad Hall. 1 leaf. Later published in *Od Splnu*... "Nostalgia". 1945, Feldkirchen. 1 leaf. Later published in *Od Splnu*...; "Dumka Nad Osudom". 1946, Assisi. 1 leaf; "Odhodlaný Krok". 1946, Assisi. 1 leaf. Later published in *Od Splnu*... as "Taliansky Večer"; "Horí Ohník Horí". 1945, Feldkirchen. 1 leaf; "Gazdova Výsluzka". 1945, Feldkirchen. 1 leaf; "Naša Politika". 1945, Feldkirchen. 1 leaf; "Slovenský Slavík". 1945, Feldkirchen. 1 leaf; "Odkaz Do Vlasti". 1945, Feldkirchen. 1 leaf; "Do Sveta". 1945, Feldkirchen. 1 leaf; "Sloboda". 1946, Assisi. 1 leaf; "Dumy". 1945, Feldkirchen. 1 leaf. Later published in *Od Splnu*...; "Jedla". 1945, Feldkirchen. 1 leaf; "Nie Sme Háved". 1946, Assisi. 1 ts., 2 carbon copies of ts., 1 leaf; "Cestou - Necestou". 1945, Bad Hall-Rakúsko. 1 leaf.

**Poems, Unfinished**

Holograph early drafts, notes, & fragments of unpublished poems, with drawings & sketches; 1 water color painting (10 x 10 cm). Most items are untitled, & the handwriting in many is almost impossible to decipher. Most drafts are undated. 1 copybook, 6 notepads, & ca. 150 loose leaves, scrap papers, etc.; 4 items on used envelopes, 2 poems on back of letter (Anna Skolniková: in, 1958, als.). No specific order within folder.

Drafts of unfinished poems. Tss. Untitled (except 4: Kirschbaum (nárt); Kirschbaum (2 others); Somnambuli-Bellini). Undated (except 1: December 1972). Kept in original order. 73 leaves.

**Poems, Unpublished**

Alphabetical list by title or 1st line

- "Den bez zajtrajška". 1958. Ts., 1 leaf on both sides.
- "Do certa..." n.d. Ts., 1 leaf (verso of business form).
- "Dreme To, o Mame". (-jed-). n.d. Ts., carbon copy & photocopy. On same sheet as "Vdy asova Nauka". See below.
- "Ide to s nami ako krdel vrán". (first line). 1970. Ts., 1 leaf.
- "K výrociu smrti prezidenta". n.d. Ts. 1 leaf.
- "Letný Zájtok". n.d. Ts., 1 leaf.
- "Na Prahu slovenskej Jari". n.d. Ts., carbon copy, with hol. corrections. 4 leaves.
- "Na rozlučku s Pátram Hilárom". n.d. Ts. 3 sides of folded leaf. Ink stain covers part of text.
- "Napred Po Cestach Zpat". 1962. Ts., carbon copy with hol. corrections; part of text in hol. form. Note says text was sent to Šprinc in 1962.
- "O Vdove, Ohni A Peniazoch". n.d. Ts., 2 leaves.
- "Ostrovček". n.d.Ts. 31/2 leaves. At beginning of 1st leaf "Siesta". See below in list.
- "Padajúcej hviezde". 1945. Hol.,1 leaf on both sides.
- "Piesen vzdiaľenej vlaski". 1945. Hols., 1 draft with corrections, 1 final version. 1 leaf + side one of 4 page folded sheet.
- "Pozdravenie Vlasti". n.d. Ts., carbon copy, 1 leaf.
- "Predstavujem To Tvojho Privátneho Doktora...". 1969. Ts., carbon copy, 1 leaf.
- "Siesta". n.d. Ts. Part of 1 leaf, with other poem "Ostrovček". See entry in list.
- "Súmračné Sločky". 1972.Ts, carbon copy. 1 leaf.
- "Vy nie ste sám na novej kalvárii" (First line. n.d. Ts., carbon copy. Bottom part of leaf. With "Sbohom, pán Biskup!".
- "Tak Sa Piesen Dori". 1946. Ts.,1 leaf.
- "Utís sa dusa" (first line). n.d. Ts., with hol. Part of 1 leaf with other poem "Dr)me To, čo Máme". See entry in list.
- "Vers ktory mi porodila noc". (Title is not certain).1 947. Hol., fragment of page. Writing on both sides. Very poor condition.
- "Vyhadosv". 1968. Ts., with hol. corrections. 3 leaves.
- "V)dy šasova Nauka". (-jed-). n.d. Ts., & carbon copy.
Poems. Serial Publication. “Ján Furták”

201.22 Z "Emigrantského batôzka Jána Furtáka":
There is no firm indication of where or when the items written under this series were published. Alphabetical list by title:
- "Ako som prišiel do Ríma". 1946. n.s. Ts., carbon copy, draft with many hol. corrections, 2 leaves; ts., final draft, 2 leaves.
- "Len Sa Smiat". n.d., n.s. Ts., carbon copy, draft with many hol. corrections. 1 leaf.
- "Prvé trampoty v Montreali". n.d., n.s. Ts., carbon copy, with hol. corrections. 1 leaf.
- "Cez More Do Kanady". 1950. n.s. Ts., carbon copy, draft with many hol. corrections, 2 leaves; ts., carbon copy, final draft, 4 notepad leaves.
- "Nedlhé Farmárenie". n.d., n.s. Ts., carbon copy, draft with many hol. corrections, 4 leaves; part of draft, ts., with 2 carbon copies. 3 leaves.

201.23 "Moje Veľké Dobrodružstvo". Published in 6 parts under newspaper column "ihl'ava: Úradný orgán zarmútených kanadských Slovákov", in Kanadský Slovák, n.d.:
- Part I: "o sa stalo jednej noci". Newspaper clipping pasted on paper. With 2 drafts, ts., with hol. corrections, 3 leaves.
- Part II: "Na Gangsterskej Univerzite". Newspaper clipping pasted on paper. With hol. draft., 1 leaf on both sides.
- Part IV. No subtitle. Newspaper clipping pasted on paper. 1 leaf.
- Part VI (unnumbered): "Moje Veľké Dobrodružstvo". Newspaper clipping pasted on paper. 1 leaf.

201.24 "Z Kanadských zápiskov". Individually published, or published under newspaper column "ihl'ava: Úradný organ zarmútených kanadských Slovákov", in Kanadský Slovák, during 1952. Alphabetical list by title:
- "o Vy Na To?". n.d. Newspaper clipping pasted on paper. 1 leaf.
- "Den Novokanadanov". Aug. 1952. Newspaper clipping pasted on paper. 1 leaf. With hol. draft, 1 leaf, both sides; & ts., 1 leaf, both sides.
- "Dobrá Rada Nad Zlato". June 1952. Newspaper clipping pasted on paper. With hol. corrections. 1 leaf. With ts. draft. 2 leaves.
"O Márnotratnom Otcovi". n.d. Newspaper clipping pasted on paper. 1 leaf.
"S Jeremiá\om". n.d. Ts., with hol. corrections. 1 leaf. Though part of the same series, no indication that this poem was published under chronicle "ih'awa".
"Stácie novokanaďana". n.d. Newspaper clipping pasted on paper. 1 leaf. With hol. draft. 1 leaf on both sides.
"Velkonocny Priebeh". April 1952. Newspaper clipping pasted on paper. 1 leaf.
"Weathermanom". n.d. Newspaper clipping pasted on paper, with photocopy. 2 leaves.
"Zahodená Odmena A Moj návrat /Dokončenie/". n.d. Ts., carbon copy. 2 leaves. Conclusion.

201.25 Pièces détachées
"Hla, idem píšat sáma o sebe" (first line). n.s., n.d. Ts., 1 leaf.
"V Krázoch Politiky". n.s., n.d. Ts., 2 leaves. With draft, ts., with hol. corrections. 3 leaves.
Poems to his wife
Arranged by date

201.26 - "Vešerná spomienka". Turna, 1938. Ts., 1 leaf. 
- "Vešer sme konečne svoji" (first line). Feldkirchen-Schönharding, 1945. Ts., photocopy, 1 leaf. With picture. 
- "Devätnást". February 1958. Ts., photocopy, 1 leaf. 
- "Rokmi sa vše tko stáva iné" (First line). November 1965. Ts., photocopy, 1 leaf. 
- "Ty A Ja". n.d. Ts., photocopy, 1 leaf.

Poems & Prose on Family, Friends & Compatriots. Various Occasions
Alphabetical order of personal names.

201.27 - Čulen, K. 
- "Konšto nám umrel...". 1964. n.s. Newspaper clipping pasted on paper.

- Dilong R. 

- Dvorský, J.

- Dvorský, S. Poem to Štefan Dvorský. 1963. Ts., carbon copy, 4 leaves.

- Jevtushenko, B. "Za Borisom Jevtushenkom". Text on the life & work of this Slovak opera singer. Based on information from his daughter. 1971. Ts., carbon copy, 7 leaves.


- Mondok, Rev. F.


- Ozábal, V. "Spôsoby pouäitia". Humoristic poem sent to Ozábal. n.d. Ts., carbon copy,1 leaf.

- Piaňek, K. "Priateľovi Kornelovi a jegh úspešnej Alpine...". Poem for the blessing of Piaňek's sausage manufacture (Alpina products) in Montreal, Quebec; "Priateľovi Kornelovi na hruv všetkeho ineho ešte i tato jubilejna
basen k pataštyridsiatke...". Poem for his 54th birthday; "S Všetkým A Kaľdým V Zhode ... O Zachode...". Humoristic poem on "the facilities" at the cottage. 1961. Ts., carbon copy, 1 leaf.

- Pišný, E. Letter-poem to Pišný, out, 1949. Tls., 1 leaf, both sides.

- Senčík, S. "Vzácnym mladoman ś elom Senčíkovcom(?)k dnu slávneho startu na spoločný život". 1953. Ts., carbon copy, 2 leaves.


- Collected. 35 Epigrams on 30 of Doránsky's compatriots (ex: čarnov, Murín, Kandra, Murgaš, Vnuk, Cincík, Stremecký, Dilong, Okál, Paušo, Zvonický, Šprinc, Kandra, Piaček,Gleiman, Mondok,etc.). n.d.Tss. & hols. Some have hol. corrections. 6 leaves. Some texts in English.

**Poems, English - Unpublished**


**Epigrams & Satires, Collected & Published**

Alphabetical order by title.

**BOX 202**


**Epigrams & Satires, Collected & Unpublished**

202.4 "Z asu na as... Zo skicára." By JED, May 1972. 43 p. Epigrams & sketches mostly on/about Doránsky's family. Some items on politics. Photocopies of tss. 1 copy in loose leaves; 1 copy in spiral binder.


202.6 Untitled collection. n.d. Divided in 3 parts: I. Bez retuse; II. Made in Slovakia; III. Tanec nad placom. Tss., some with hol. corrections. 43 leaves. Never published as a collection. Missing pages within sequential numbering could be of items published separately elsewhere. Remaining items could be "left over" items from manuscript of "Panoptikum" (1947) sent to the U.S.A. for publication but "lost".

**Epigrams & Satires, Published**

202.7 Epigrams & satires published between 1964-1971 in various periodicals, most of them under pseudonym "-jed-". Tss., carbon copies & newspaper clippings (some clippings pasted on tss. drafts, or on separate paper); Some drafts have hol. corrections. Alphabetical order of source periodical titles:
- In *Horizont*, 1973: "Kaj'dý, Kam Dovidi"; "Vraj Lahká Pomoc"; publication status for 2 other items on same leaf could not be established: "Liecba Na Dialku"; "Spiato-nicky".
- In *Kalendár Kanadský Slovák*, 1965: "Fajíasky"; "Štedrost"; "Aby bolo jasné"; "Predvianočný"; "Konštatovanie"; "Nie dost zavádu"; "Zabudlíva"; "Vydal som".
- In *Literárny Almanach*, 1964: "Po vol'bbach"; "Novosvetský"; "Jedny aktualny"; "Tiez paralela"; "Umelec, len čo je pravda..."; "Priznavam sa"; "Epitaf"; "Dobre nam..."; "To su ľasy".
- In *Literárny Almanach*, 1968: "Otázka"; "Pada"; "Pilule proti poatíu"; "Apostat"; "Roztopasné nôty".
- In *Literárny Almanach*, 1970, "U) Nenapísem"; "Zo Zápisníka II".
- In *Most*, 1962: "Zopár Slov (veršov) k vecí... 1962); "Sic" (1962); "Goliátova Pýcha" (1964); "Poestnost-Biznis"(1964); "Hlavne čo Sa Vyplati" (1964); "íe Jeho Je" (1965); "Vďyc Úlavy" (1964); "Autopsia Zájiva" (1965); "čo Si Poines?" (1965); "Nedorozumenie".
- In *Slovak V Amerike*, 1968: "Jedce rovno z pece...A, B, C, D, Hipík, Epitaf" (1968); "Jedorasty, 1-5" (1968); "Slovak in Canada: Kyticka jedygramov k dobrému dielu, I-VI"; "Z Rodných Strán, I-VI" (1968); "Zo sveta "operených", cíe literátov, I-VII" (1968). From Series "Jedienky Z Kanadienky" (1968): "Jedna Z Quebeka"; "Tri Kanadské, 1-3"; "Volebné, I-VII".

22
- In unidentified newspaper, n.d.: "Doplatili na mierumilovnost"; "Hore so enami!"; "Neni nad spravodlivý del'bú".

202.8 Texts of the 9 previously mentioned epigrams published under title "Jedorasti", in Slovák V Amerike, 1971. Hols., 7 sheets (one with writing on back); also on same sheets, ca.18 unpublished epigrams (1967-1971). Hols.


202.10 List of 95 "one liners" published in various sources. n.d. Tss., 6 leaves. With separate list, ts., of 16 of these "oneliners", titled "Aforizmy".

**Epigrams & Satires, Unfinished**

202.11 Drafts of epigrams & satirical poems. Tss., & hols., ca. 22 notepad pages, ca. 32 loose leaves, scrap papers, etc.

**Epigrams & Satires, Unpublished**

- Humoristic portraits of "types of" Slovaks. n.d. Ts., 1 leaf.
- In the Series "Jedorasty, n.d.: "Bude z neho"; "Così neklape"; "Dietné"; "Dovolenkár"; "Máme pilulku pre ka)dú pipulku"; "Mesiac a my"; "Obsmrtdka kolo literatúry"; "Per Pedes"; "Pesimistický"; "Po Novom roku"; "Posta nejde..."; "Pozde milý drozd" "Prepáťte"; "Príznaky"; "Úvod k jívetopisu". Tss., carbon copies, 4 leaves. Titles are in mixed order on leaves.
Short stories, Published & Unpublished
Alphabetical list by title or 1st line.


202.14 "Búrik sa vracal z Rima s pocitmi horkosti. ..." (First line). n.d. Ts., 26 leaves on both sides.


202.16 "Getrurda tusí katastrofu". n.d. Ts., 8 leaves on both sides.

202.17 "How do you do Mr. Pilsudski?". n.d. Ts., carbon copy. 5 leaves.


202.26 "When I received the large envelope..."(Beginning of 1st line). 1958. ts.,1 leaf.

202.28 "Z roboty ma neprepustili. ... " (first line). n.d. Ts., carbon copy. 11 leaves.


**Plays, Published**

*Chronological listing.*


202.31 *Stará Mat', neopúšt'ajte nás!* (1953). Stage script. Ts., 19 leaves. Played by Slovak amateur groups across Canada, this play was also published as a series in *Kanadský Slovák* in 1952-1953, & broadcast on CJMS, Montreal radio station, as part of its program "Hlas kanadských Slovákov" in 1954.

**Plays, Unpublished**

202.32 *Na Štrmom Chodníku* (Changed title: *Na život A Na Smrt*): Hra zo súčasného slovenského života v 3 dejstvách. (Ján Magura). n.d. 2 copies, ts., with many hol. corrections, not identical on both. 1st copy, 80 leaves. 2nd copy, pp. 2-80. Poor condition.

**Novels, Unfinished**

202.33 *Svet celkom iný*. Roman. Chapters I-V. n.d. Hol., 17 leaves, 7 of which have text on both sides.

**Prose, Political Essays. Unpublished**

*In alphabetical order of titles.*

- "Hnaníztia nevolou...". (Ludo Hámorník). 1945. Ts., with hol. corrections. 4 leaves.
Prose. Personal Narratives. Unpublished

202.35 -"Zápisky z emigrácie". n.d. Collected, unpublished poetical accounts by Doránsky of his life during & immediately after the war. Alphabetical list by title or 1st line: "Dad Hall". Hol., 4 leaves; "Debni". Hol., folded paper, 6 sides; "Den z Bad Hale". Hol., 6 leaves; "Do 14. marca 1939 som azda ani ne)il". (first line). Ts., 2 leaves on both sides; "Dobré srđce na Schöhartingu". Hol., 3 leaves; "Ehren-Urkunde Für das Bauerugeschlecht der". (first line). Hol., 1 lea on both sides; "Mám kone)ie vlastnu pracovnu". Hol., 4 leaves; "Na Schöhartingu zalúbilo za Pánu Bohu". Hol., 12 leaves (no. 11 missing); "Nemcam slubovany obrat vo vojne neprichadzal". (first line). Hol., 8 leaves; "Nikolo nechcem ura)at a seba u) vonkoncom nie...". (first line). Hol., 3 leaves; "Od odchodu chlapcov". Part hol., part ts., 4 leaves on both sides; "Santa Maria delle Carceri". hol., 3 leaves.

Prose. Serial Publication

202.36 "Môj druhý orodovník" (Brat Svätý František). Published in 7 parts in Ave Maria, between November 1964 & November 1965. For each portion, ts., carbon copy, & extract pages from publication.

Prose. Thoughts. Unpublished

202.37 - Personal comments on various subjects: Mario Lanza, Slovak exiles, communism, democracy, the Church, marriage, work, cinema. Most items, undated. One item dated 1959. Ts., drafts. All 8 items on same 3 leaves. - Short texts of personal reflections on themes, current events, etc.: Churchill's death, old age, poverty, political co-existence, Dadaïsm, Slovak literary heritage, Angela Sidor, pain & suffering, Hlassik, New Year wishes
(1965), regrouping of American & Canadian Slovaks (meeting with Dr. Fabianko, 1965), political adhesion & youth, parenthood, impact of literary writings (1966), meaning of life, etc. Ts., most items undated, 1 dated 1965. 19 leaves. No specific order.
- Account of 2 meetings with friends: hol. text, n.d., 4 pieces of scrap paper, re his meeting of a friend from Czechoslovakia (name not revealed for security reasons) at Expo 1967, in Montreal, Quebec; ts. text, with hol. notes, n.d., 1 leaf on both sides, re visit to the home of Mr. Halam & his wife.
- Comments on his own writing. n.d. ts., 1 leaf.

Workbooks. Miscellaneous works

202.38 Binder containing "in process" works collected by Doránsky: poems, epigrams, short stories or novel(?). Hols. Some texts are almost impossible to decipher. Some texts in English. First item in binder dated August 1961, last date noted, May 1962, followed by many undated items. 159 leaves.

BOX 203

203.1 Binder of works "in process" collected after Doránsky's death (presumably by a family member). "Unidentified" texts & fragments of poems, epigrams, play, prose, letters, etc., 1961-1965. Tss., hols, notes, on loose leaves, scrap papers, used envelopes, restaurant paper placemat, etc. Ca. 85 leaves, some with writing on both sides.

Filmscripts

203.2 Letter (in, 1942, tls.) from Alexander Mach, Minister of Culture, Slovak Government, asking Doránsky to modify his filmscript of "Od Tatier po Azovské" re image of Slovakia & the USSR.

Newspaper articles
Listed in alphabetical order of titles.


**Translations**


**Lectures**

203.5 "Mám sa s Vami porozprávať o dobrých a zlých stránkach asimilácie."

**Reviews & Comments**

Listed in chronological order. "n.d." listed at the end.

203.6 - Collected comments on Doránsky's works, by K. Šulen (1952-1953), J. Mest'anjík (1932), & unidentified others (n.d.). Tls., 1 leaf pasted on paper.
- In *Kanadský Slovák*, June 1972. Article on "Sto Epigramov". Newspaper clippings pasted on paper. One part pasted on back of previous item + 1 leaf.
- "Vlastnému Dielu Na Cestou". Doránsky's own comments on his work, (among which *Panoptikum* (1947), collection of epigrams sent to the U.S.A. for publication but unexplainably "lost"); with comments from various people, in various sources. n.s., n.d., carbon copies of tss., pasted on paper. 2 leaves.
Diaries. Unpublished
Items in chronological order.


203.9 June-August 1966. Summer diary. Ts., with hol. annotations. 50 leaves, some written on both sides. Portions of texts in English.

203.10 5 September - 19 October 1971. Diary during hospital stay. Personal thoughts, poems, epigrams, sketches. hols. 2 notebooks. Many texts are hard to decipher. Some texts in English; letter, September 1971, hol., carbon copy, 3 leaves; list of appropriate foods, home remedies for side effects of illness, home treatment procedures. Hol., 2 sides of folded sheet.


203.12 The author's last thoughts, expressed in poetic format, as he awaited death. Undated. Hols. 41 leaves. Handwriting almost impossible to decipher.

Personal Papers & Personal Documents


203.14 Correspondence re employment & job applications, between 1953-1971. Tls., originals & carbon copies, job announcements, application form, placement agency publicity, etc. 18 items filed in chronological order.
203.15  Various correspondence consisting of: 2 invitations to literary-scientific events; 1 reply letter; 2 letters from Jean Drapeau, Mayor of Montreal (1954-1984); 1 letter to his brother. 1944-1970. 4 in, tls, & 2 out, tls., carbon copies.


**Biographical material**

Listed in chronological order. "n.d." items at the end.

- "Narodil som sa 28 mája 1911...". Autobiographical text (unfinished). n.d. Ts. 9 leaves. From birth to the end of university studies.
- "Zdravica básnikovi Doránskemu". n.s., n.d. newspaper clipping pasted on paper, on back of article in Slovák a Svet, October 1971, described above. With photocopy.
- Various accounts of life & works: - Curriculum vitae. n.d., 1 leaf; - résumé of life & works (likely prepared by one of the author's relatives after Doránsky's death). n.d. photocopy of ts. 1 leaf; - transcript of unfinished tape by Doránsky to Dr. Staško relating his youth & early education. n.d. tls., 5 leaves; - letter to Staško describing his literary career, n.d. in, tls., 3 p. on 2 leaves; - letter to Staško in response to specific questions about himself. n.d. tls., with hol. post scriptum. 1st page missing, 2 leaves.

**Posthume...**

203.19 Correspondence, texts describing meetings with family & friends, list of questions on Doránsky, description of conditions of agreement, list of documents given, etc., re the donation of Doránsky's literary files to Dr. Staško, as agreed to & co-ordinated by the Doránsky, Piaček, Strmeš, after the author's death. 1974. 12 items. Consult also Series IV, File I, item I.1.

Material by other authors

203.20 -Text of speech given by Rev. Ferdinand Mondok, Montreal, Quebec, 1957. On 2nd anniversary of the creation of Kanadský Slovák. 2 p.

Publication sources

203.21 Various lists of Doránsky's individual works, with indication of source & year of publication. 15 hol., 1 typed. 16 leaves, some written on both sides.

Subfile 3.3. Maria Jaklova Doránsky. (Author's wife).

203.22 Personal Papers & Documents. Contains 1 letter of recommendation (1947) from SITA; 5 photocopies of official emigration papers (inoculation, passport, proof of Italian citizenship, Canadian sponsorship, luggage tags). 6 items.

203.23 Poems to Maria Doránsky by other authors.
- Ozábal, Vlado. "K Siedmemu Výročiu Manželstva". 1946. 1 ts., 1 leaf; 1 ts., clipping, signed.

Subfile 3.4. Material relating to the organization "Unia Slovenských Kombatantov v Exile"
These folders contain documents related to the life & activities of the Organization, between 1945-1958. They contain propaganda writings, form letters, conference
planning material, personal letters between members (Haššík, Parán, Baník, etc.), confidential papers from Slovak government ministries, exchange of information between Slovak associations (Slovak National Council Abroad, Canadian Slovak League, etc.), items dealing with "Domobrana", etc. Collected by year in folders, & chronologically filed within accessions.

203.24 1945. 1 item. Confidential letter from Minister Národnej Obrany, Štefan Haššík. Ts. carbon copy, unsigned.

203.25 1953. 24 items. Correspondence, tls. & als., originals & carbon copies; form letter; membership card.

203.26 1954. 72 items. Mostly correspondence, some minutes of meetings, form letter, public communiqué. Tls., als., some originals, some carbon copies.

203.27 1955. 25 items. Correspondence, tls. & als., originals & carbon copies.

203.28 1956. 11 items. Correspondence, tls., als., originals & carbon copies.

203.29 1957. 2 items. Both items from V. Tomko: 1 letter, als., 1 p.; report for radio broadcasting in Montreal.


203.31 1960. 1 item. Letter from V. Tomko, als.

Subfile 3.5. Material relating to "Domobrana". Journal of "Unia Slovenských Kombatantov v Exile". Edited by Ján Doránsky.

Subfile 3.5. consists of 2 folders containing supporting documents, manuscripts, notes, correspondence & background material for various issues of Domobrana between 1953-1955. This periodical, for which Doránsky was editor-in-chief, was the official journal of the political organization "Unia Slovenských Kombatantov". It ceased publication in 1955.

203.32 and 203.33 Since most items of subfile 3.5 have no dates, it was very hard to gather materials "by issue". Documents were thus kept in the order in which they were received and, when possible, gathered under the very few indications of publication number. Even where some of the documents have dates of creation, it was impossible to establish if and/or when they were used in the actual publication. It was also impossible to establish which of the submissions were solicited, which were offered. Materials consist of tss.,
hols., some originals, some carbon copies, sketches. Some texts are incomplete, others in very poor condition.

SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)
FILE 4. MOZA, KAROL A. 1926 - .

Subfile 4.1. Correspondence.

Belcredi, Richard. See Folder 204.28.

203.34 Blaško, Štefan. 3 in, 1950-1959, 1 tls., 1 als., 1 signed form letter. Includes separate invitation to First Solemn Mass of Rev. John M. Jakub.

203.35 Bobek, Štefan. 1 in, 1949, als.

BOX 204

204.1 Botek, Rev. Anton. 16 in, 1951-1957, 9 tls., 1 als., 5 post cards, als., 1 carbon copy of form letter.; 7 out, 1952-1954, 3 tls., carbon copies, 4 telegrams. Includes 2 lists of names of Slovaks living in France, some belonging to specific ethnic organizations.


204.3 Ľernák, Matúš. 19?? - 1955. 10 in, 1952-1954, 9 tls., 1 postcard; 5 out, 1952-1953, unsigned carbon copies. Includes list of suscribers to Slobodné Slovensko, report of the congress of the Fédération française des étudiants catholiques, carbon copy; draft & final version of article on the National Slovak Art Exhibition; abstracts of papers presented at a conference by Seydoux, Sabu, Chollet.

204.4 Cieker, Jozef. 4 in, 1952-1957, 2 tls., 1 als., 1 telegram; 2 out, 1952, carbon copies. Includes: carbon copy text of prayer composed for the XXXV International Eucharistic Congress, in Barcelona; list of radio talks, broadcast in Italy, in Slovak on Slovak issues; 6 newspaper clippings, 1 on Cieker, 1 on Mgr. Tiso, 3 on 10th anniversary of creation of the Independant Slovak State; 1 on XXX Congress of the Slovak League.

204.5 Chladný-Hanus, Rev. Max. 14 in, 1952-1954, 6 als., 7 postcards, 1 telegram.
204.6 Chollet, Léon. 4 in, 1953-1957, 3 als., 1 card, signed.

204.7 Dragoš Rev, J. 15 in, 1951-1957, 1 tls., with als. note, 13 als., (one consists of a manuscript note by Dragoš-Alzbetín can written on letter from Ján Lexmann), 1 card, als.; 3 out, 1951-1952, carbon copies. Includes: 1 holy card; 1 undated manuscript note.


204.9 Dubec, Ján. 40 in, 1952-1957 (2 undated items), 1 tls., unsigned, 33 als., 5 cards, als., 1 telegram. Includes: empty envelope indicating a change of address for Moza; a wedding announcement.


204.11 Durica, Rev. Milan. 7 in, 1952-1953, 2 tls., 4 als., 1 card, als.

204.12 Esterházy, Louise. 3 in, 1953-1957, 1 tls. (note written on Esterházy’s letter to I. Révay & M. Szilárdovi of the U.S.A.), 1 als., 1 card, als.

204.13 Fikar, Oskar. 15 in, 1952-1959 (1 undated item), 14 als., 1 card, als.


204.16 Habsburg, Emperor Otto. 1 in, 1953, tls. Response to an invitation, signed by Baron Benno de Gagern. Letter addressed to Mission slovaque.

204.17 Hanzel, Joseph. 7 in, 1949-1952 (1 undated item), 1 tls., with manuscript notes, 6 als. Includes signed, undated curriculum vitae.

204.18 Heckert, Robert A. 1 in, 1959, card; 1 out, 1958, carbon copy.


204.20 Jamrich, Emil. 2 in, 1952, tls.
204.21 Jankovič, Lacko. 34 in, 1949-1952, 4 tls., 26 als., 3 postcards, 1 telegram; some are signed by Lacko, some by Lacko & wife Eva, 1 by Eva alone; 1 out, 1951, tls. With letter (1951, tls.) from Jankovič to a certain Fogarasi in Buenos Aires; postcard to "Jankovič & boys", 1950, signed Olga.

204.22 Jun, Ján. (Interworld Committee for Political Refugees of Central Europe). 2 in, 1955, 1 tls., 1 form letter.

204.23 Kolmajer, Jozef. 10 in, 1952-1954, tls. Includes text of speech delivered February 15 1953 at the FFEC Congress; carbon copy of letter to Pres. of International Secretariat of Federation of Catholic Slovaks Abroad, out, 1953; publicity pamphlet on the Université en exil de l'Europe libre; 3 out, 1953, carbon copies.

204.24 Kopunek, Martin. 6 in, 1955-1958, tls., includes a holy card; 3 out, 1955, carbon copies. Includes a list of names & addresses of members of SSK v Amerike.

204.25 Krajčovič, Vojtech. 2 in, 1950, tls.; 2 out, 1950, carbon copies.


204.27 Kylar, Dušan. 17 in, 1950-1952 (several undated items & some items with partial dates only), 5 tls., 7 als., 5 cards; 4 out, 1950-1952, carbon copies.


204.29 Locher, Karel. 3 in, 1950-1953, 2 tls., 1 postcard.


204.31 Markovič, Fedor. 3 in, 1952-1953, 2 cards, 1 mimeographed letter; 1 out, 1953, carbon copy. With: letter (out, 1953, mimeographed text) from Markovič to Tibor Sabo.

204.33 Mihalovič, Viliam. 21 in, 1948-1953 (1 indated item), 1 tls., 13 als., 7 cards. Some items are signed by Olinka, Elenka, Marie. *Includes:* newspaper clipping on visit of J. Mikuš in Madrid. *With:* business card signed by Jozef Paušo.


204.35 Mrázek, Jozef. 13 in, 1950-1960, 11 als., 2 cards; 3 out, 1950-1952, carbon copies. *With:* business card signed by Jozef Paušo. 3 envelopes were kept where letters from Mrázek to Moza are addressed from &/or to name of 3rd party (security measure?).

204.36 Murgaš, Karol. 1 in, 1953, als.

204.37 Pagašik, Kamil. 28 in, 1949-1957 (4 undated items), 25 als., 3 cards.

204.38 Pasko, Alex. 9 in, 1953-1959, 8 als., 1 business card with comments.

204.39 Paušo, Jozef. 22 in, 1950-1959 (1 undated item), 15 tls., 6 "collective letter" signed, 1 card; 13 out, 1952-1955, carbon copies. *Includes:* list of Moza's activities between January 1st to March 31 1953; form letter from Paušo re presidency & work of the SNRvZ (1953); comments by Moza(?) on Milo Urban's work.


204.41 Podkrivacký Family. 4 in, 1949-1956, 2 als., 2 cards. Each item is signed under different name: Mr. & Mrs. Anton Podkrivacký and daughters - Marie Podkrivacký-Elenka - Amalia Olga.


204.43 Puhala, Paul & Anna. 12 in, 1949-1958 (3 undated items), 5 als., 7 cards; 2 out, 1950, 1951, carbon copies. *Includes:* newspaper clipping, n.s., n.d., re Karol Sidor's visit in the States; letter to Moza from John Štefánek (in, 1952, als.) re a request by Moza for an affidavit.

204.44 Rechtoris, Samuel. 2 in, 1951, als.; 1 out, 1951, carbon copy. *Includes:* letter (in, 1952, als.) to Moza signed Alenka.
204.45 Sidor, Karol. 6 in, 1948-1952, 4 tls., 1 telegram, 1 aerogramme; 6 out, 1948-1952, carbon copies. Includes: announcement of Sidor's death (in, 1953, card) sent by Kirschbaum & Mondok. With: letter from Mikuš to Sidor (in, 1948, carbon copy) re creation of Comité d'aide aux émigrés slovaques; telegram (1949) from Kirschbaum to the Comité re Haletko's visit to Paris; letter from Futak to Sidor (in, 1939, copy); 2 letters from Jankó to Sidor (in, 1948, 1949, carbon copies).

204.46 Skarnicel, Belo. 4 in, 1952-1954, tls.

204.47 Streňanský, Rev. J. 12 in, 1952-1954 (unclear dates on many items), 1 als., 11 cards.

204.48 Tauber, Ján. 1 in, 1949, tls.; 1 out, 1950, tls.


204.50 Tiso, František. 6 in, 1948-1959, 5 tls., 1 card; 2 out, 1948, 1949, 1 tls., 1 als.

204.51 Tomko, Vladimir. 2 in, 1955, als. One consists of note to Moza at bottom of an address to Slovaks abroad, by Štefan Haššík. With: letter (out, 1950, tls.) from Tomko to Jozef Mikuš; letter (out, 1953, als.) from Tomko to Deputy Moravík; letter (out, 1955, als.) from Tomko to F. Hrušovský.

204.52 Vavrovíč, Rev. Jozef. 4 in, 1949-1950, tls. Only 1 letter is addressed specifically to Moza; others addressed to "Drahi priatelia" (Comité d'aide...). 2 out, 1949, carbon copies. Includes: lists of books; statement of accounts. With: 2 letters (out, 1949, 1951, tls.) from Vavrovíč to Ladislav Jankovíč; 1 letter (out, 1949, tls.) from Vavrovíč to František Minarovsky.

Veverka, Vaclav. See folder 204.28.

204.53 Zelenka, Ignac. 4 in, 1950-1951, 3 tls., 1 aerogramme; 1 out, 1951, carbon copy.

204.54 Zibrín, Michal. 3 in, 1952 (1 undated), 1 als., 2 aerograms; 1 out, 1952, tls.

204.55 Varia / Unidentified.
- 2 letters, out, 1949 + 1 undated, tls., from Moza to unidentified friends.

37
- Report on a meeting held at a restaurant in Montparnasse, 16 November 1949. Talks of Kubik, Dur'ansky, Snizek, etc.
- Text titled: M. Pavlov. 1949, 4 p. In French.
- Text on Czech spying. n.d. 2 p.
- 2 lists of names & addresses. 1 dated 31-10-49; other undated.

**Subfile 4.2. Material relating to Slovenská Informačná Služba.** (Slovak Information Service)
Chronological arrangement.

204.56 This subfile contains various information material put out by the Service re important issues / or events of Slovakia's political history between 1947-1949. Documents consist mostly of communiqués, position papers & open letters to Slovak compatriots outside Slovakia. There are also some book reviews of works dealing with Slovak political questions, as well as material on the Service itself & on its Bulletin. Documents are in French or in Slovak. Typescript format. -Includes clippings of 3 newspaper articles. 28 items.

**Subfile 4.3. Material relating to Slovenský Akčný Výbor.**
(Slovak Action Committee/ Slovak Liberation Committee)
Chronological arrangement.

204.57 This subfile contains material by & about the Slovak Action Committee (in 1949 became the Slovak Liberation Committee). It consists of statements of purpose, adhesion forms, correspondence on specific issues, information leaflets, position papers, official addresses to the United Nations & to other political bodies. Material is in Slovak, French & English. Includes pamphlet of funeral ceremony for President Jozef Tiso, with 2 funeral cards. 20 items.

**Subfile 4.4. Material relating to Strana Národnej Obnovy: L'Udové Hnutie Slobody A Práce - Zahraničný Výbor.**
Alphabetical arrangement by 1st line of document.

204.58 This subfile contains material re guiding principles of this political formation, letters of appeal for memberships, text of its political program. 3 items.

**Subfile 4.5. Material relating to Slovenská Národná Rada v Zahraničí (SNRvZ).**
Chronological arrangement.

204.59 This subfile contains various categories of documents related to the history, internal functioning, work & political activities of the SNRvZ. It includes:
- Internal working documents. 10 items.
. Background correspondence & support material re selection of SNRvZ as beneficiary of CARE Christmas packages distribution project. 18 items.
. Aide-mémoire, communiqués, public statements, articles, research papers, etc. on questions of Slovak independence, political history & life in the years immediately following WW2. 11 items.
. Official correspondence relating to SNRvZ's involvement & interaction with other political organizations; unofficial correspondence between individuals as officers of these political bodies; form letters to the members. 1948-1964, with 1 undated item. Most items are in typed format, with a few handwritten documents. Includes formal stationery of Conseil national slovaque à l'étranger. 25 items. See also subfile 4.7.

Subfile 4.6. Material relating to the Catholic Church.
Alphabetical arrangement.

BOX 205

205.1 This subfile consists mostly of newspaper articles (between 1949-1951) denouncing, describing & deploiring religious oppression of Catholics & of the Catholic Church in Czechoslovakia under communism after WW2. Contains typed texts of 11 articles for various journals (written in French or in Slovak, most items are unsigned & undated); 2 newspaper clippings (L'Aube, 16 January 1951 + 1 n.s., n.d.), 1 full issue of Katolícke Noviny (14 August 1949, in very poor condition). Subfile also contains: 2 invitations to K. Moza for religious events; an apostolic letter to Catholic Slovaks from Bishop Vojtech Bucko; a communiqué from & about Hlasy Z Rima.

Subfile 4.7. Memoranda, Declarations, etc. From Various political groups.
See also subfile 4.5. Material arranged alphabetically by name of groups.

205.2 - Entente mondiale des femmes.
- The Guardians of Liberty.
. Invitation to & program of International Convention of Anti-Communist Forces in Miami, Florida. 20-22 February 1955. 2 sheets.
- The National Conference of Americans of Slovak Descent.
- Scottish League for European Freedom.
- Slovak Catholic Federation of America. 38th Convention.
- Slovak League of America.

- Slovak National Council Abroad.

Chronological filing.

- "Politické právne postavenie Slovenska v ludovo-demokratickom ľudske slovensku". Unsigned. n.s. n.d. 8 p.

Chronological arrangement.

205.4  This subfile contains personal papers such as attestations of study, letters of recommendation, curriculum vitae, applications for employment, invitations, miscellaneous letters; personal documents such as Refugee Certificates, "Temporary Travel Document", identity cards, Czech passport, "Permission to travel" papers, entrance/exit authorization papers, court judgment, papers & correspondence re emigration to U.S.A. 86 items.

SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)
FILE 5. MIKUŠ, JOZEF A. 1909 - .

Subfile 5.1. Correspondence.

205.5  Staško, Joseph. 4 in, 1 tls., 4 carbon copies; 11 out, 1979-1982, 5 tls., 5 als., 1 card (1 item is signed by Renée only, 1 item is co-signed by Jozef & Renée).
Subfile 5.2. Material relating to Festschrift *Tvorcovia nového Slovenska*.
To mark Jozef Mikuš’ 70th birthday, Joseph Staško initiated, coordinated, & edited a Festschrift titled *Tvorcovia nového Slovenska - The Shaping of Modern Slovakia* (Cambridge, Ont, Friends of Good Books, 1982, 271 p.) on various aspects of Slovakia’s modern history. The work is a compilation of contributions from many of their compatriots.

205.7 Correspondence Mikuš/Staško re Festschrift. Chronological arrangement.

205.8 Correspondence Staško/Contributors re Festschrift. Alphabetical arrangement by name of correspondents.
This portion of the file contains letters between Staško and 39 correspondents who have contributed to the Festschrift through literary and /or financial contributions. Material consists of discussions of contents of the proposed work, solicitation from Staško for money, addressees’ responses to Staško's appeal for financial support, general greetings from friends extended to Dr. Mikuš through Staško. 65 in, 1979-1982, 37 tls., 21 als., 5 aerogrammes, 2 cards; 35 out, 1979-1982, 32 tls., 3 photocopies of form letters.

205.9 Correspondence Staško/Litva re Festschrift. Chronological arrangement.
This portion of the file contains correspondence between Staško and Felix Litva, Director of the Friends of Good Books Press, publishers of *Tvorcovia nového Slovenska*. Material deals with contents, physical layout, financing, publication, terms of contract, proof of payments, etc. for the Festschrift. 1 in, 1979, card; 12 out, 1979-1980, carbon copies. Includes text for book jacket, copy of contract, list of specifications, copies of cheques, registered mail receipts.

205.10 Additional material re Festschrift.
. Photocopies of cheques, account debit tickets, account debit notices, money exchange records. 14 items.
. 2 lists of names of financial contributors. One gives dates & amounts.
. Staško's form letter of request for financial support, out, 1979, photocopy; photocopy of Staško's note to accompany complimentary copies; Mikuš thank you note, in 1982, als. (on Staško's letterhead stationery). 3 items. 4 poems (to be included in Festschrift?): "Jak sa dostal Oravec bez pasu do neba", by Tido Gašpar, from Matišné titánie, vol. III, no. 20, 1970; "Jesenná élégia", by Andrej Ďamrno; "Oravska dumka", by M.Z.; "Slovensko",by Rudolf Dilong.

205.11 Reviews of Tvorcovia nového Slovenska - The Shaping of Modern Slovakia.


Subfile 5.3. Personal Data.

. Announcement of & invitation to a conference by Dr. Mikuš, 27 November 1977, Hotel Summit, New York, sponsored by the Slovak-American Club in New York on the occasion of the 70th anniversary of the Ďemnová tragedy.

Subfile 5.4. Publications & Writings.
Works are listed in alphabetical order:

- "La collaboration internationale et les organismes fédératifs". n.s. n.d. Carbon copy of table of contents for L'Emigration slovaque à Paris, n.s. n.d.

Subfile 5.5. Material relating to various Associations.
Alphabetical listing by name of Association.

205.14 - Association des Écrivains Catholiques. 4 items.
Program of international meeting, Paris, May 31-June 3, 1951; 2 invitation cards to Mikuš for special events; Program of pilgrimage to Sacré-Coeur, 3 June 1951.
- Cercle libre des Fédéralistes de l'Europe centrale. 2 items.
List of participants to July 26 1949 meeting, Paris; Mikuš' notes on discussion at meeting. 2 items.
- Club fédéral de l'Europe centrale. 2 items.
- Comité d'aide aux émigrés. 1 item.
Letter from Mikuš,Kaššovič & Moza to French Minister of External Affairs, out, 1951, carbon copy.
- Démocratie chrétienne slovaque. 3 items.
Letter from Mikuš to French Minister Robert Bichet, President of NEI, out, 1949, carbon copy; 2 letters from Mikuš to French Minister George Bidault, President of MRP, out, 1949 (1 is undated), 1 tls., 1 carbon copy.
- Mouvement fédéral de l'Europe centrale (et orientale). 11 items.
Letter of invitation from Mikuš to unidentified correspondent to 9 June 1949 meeting; list of participants to this meeting; material from the Organizing Committee of the Information Conference on the Mouvement fédéral de l'Europe centrale (2 inscription forms, letter of appeal for delegates, list of participants, booklet with names, addresses & nationalities of participants); invitation from "Les Jeunes Fédéralistes de l'Europe centrale et orientale" to 6 March 1950 meeting (contains Agenda of meeting); invitation from the
- Slovak National Council Abroad (SNRvZ). 1 item.  
Notebook with personal names of members of various groups.

SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)  
FILE 6. PAPIN, JOSEPH. 1914 -

Subfile 6.1. Correspondence.


Subfile 6.2. Publications & Writings.

205.18  Newspaper & journal articles. Chronological arrangement.


- "Drobná myšlienka slov. novinám". Thoughts for Slovak journals written at Villanova University, 13 June 1972. Publication source not given. 1 p. Photocopy of handwritten text.


205.19 Pamphlets & Monographs.
Alphabetical arrangement.


Subfile 6.3. Material on Joseph Papin & on his work.
Chronological arrangement.


SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)
FILE 7. JELINEK, YESHAYAHU A.

205.21 Publications & Writings.

205.22 Map of Slovakia. 3d. ed. Slovak Institute, Cleveland, Ohio, 1965. Scale 1:360,000. b & w. 120 x 65 cm. This map shows Slovakia as it was formerly divided into provinces (stolica or zupa).


205.24 Varia. 3 items.
- Letter, in, date unclear, als., undeciphered signature. Seal bearing initials FTK. Subject matter unclear. With envelope.
- "Podpisy na památku". Exhortation letter, in, 1912, addressed to refugees, signed by many people. Writing very difficult to decipher.
SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)
FILE 8. KOVÁ, REV. JOZEF. On Monsignor Jozef Tiso.

Dr. Staško had labelled this file "Ková" because documents seem to have been gathered by Rev. Jozef Ková. However, documents in this file are entirely by/on/about Monsignor Jozef Tiso. 1887-1947. President of The Slovak Republic (1939-1945).

205.25 Material by Rev. Tiso. 2 items.
- Photocopy of typescript of radio address by Rev. Tiso to his Slovak compatriots. n.s. n.d. 1 p.

BOX 206

206.1 Material about Rev. Tiso's life & work. 4 items.
- "Tiso och Moskva". Title of chapter from Tredje gången Po treti raz, by Arvid Fredborg. Notes & criticism. Author's name not deciphered on note. Written for(?) or by(?) Slovenská Informačná Služba, Stockholm, November 1948. 3 sheets.

206.2 Material relating to the movement for the Beatification of Rev. Tiso. 10 items.
- Invitation to the benediction & inauguration of a mural of Rev. Tiso. Sponsored by The Slovak World Congress, Las Asociaciones Eslovacas en la República Argentina, Los Argentinos Amigos de Eslovaquia Libre. s.l. 21 April 1974. Folded flyer. 21.5 x 11.5 cm.
- Various pictures, religious cards, pamphlets, etc. for the beatification of Rev. Tiso.
SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)
FILE 9. MAJOR JOHN LADISLAUS POLERECKY (1746-1830). MONUMENT.

This file contains materials collected by Dr. Staško & unidentified others on the planning & unveiling of a monument to Major Polerecky, erected by the Slovak-American Cultural Center, Trinity Plaza, Yonkers, New York, on the occasion of the bicentennial of American Independence in 1977.


206.4  Texts of 3 allocutions at the dedication ceremony, 18 September 1977: by Stephen B. Roman (text in English & in Slovak); by Joseph G. Cincík; by Emanuel T. Böhm.

206.5  Publicity material: religious program, general program (Slovak & English versions), road map to the Center. 4 items.

SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)

206.6  Personal Data. 3 items. Contains manuscript notes on Prigoda’s life & career; newspaper article "Frank Prigoda, zaslužilý Národník" in Národné Noviny, 1 September 1974 (clipping); photocopy of 1931 certificate of membership at the National Academy of Music.

206.7  Works & Interpretation. Concerts. 6 items. Programs of various events where Prigoda performed or where his works were interpreted, between 1939-1960.

206.8  Prigoda School of Music. Concerts. 7 items. Programs of various concerts presented by students, between 1936-1966.


**SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)**
**FILE 11. ĽARNOV, ANDREJ (František Šubík), 1903-1982.**

**Subfile 11.1. Correspondence.**
Documents in this portion of the file had been originally divided in 4 separate sections by Dr. Staško. Section A, Literary Correspondence; Section B, General Correspondence; Section C, Correspondence from Abroad; Section D, Miscellaneous Correspondence. In all sections, we further organized materials in chronological order within folders, folders arranged alphabetically by name of correspondents & then assigned a sequential number. Individual items were not numbered within each folder. In section C, country sub-divisions established by Dr. Staško were maintained & under each country, materials were organized in same manner as in other sections.

N.B. Some pieces of correspondence were discovered after original arrangement was completed. These items have thus been integrated in the main listing by adding an "a" to their numbering within the established sequence.

**Subfile 11.1. Section A: Literary Correspondence.**


206.15  Kaššovič, Ján.  5 in, 1954-1974, 3 tls., 2 als. Cut-out address attached to 1st letter.


206.17  Langa, Ambrose M.  18 in, 1974-1980, 17 tls., 1 als. Includes: photocopies of correspondence with Dale Francis & with others (names unclear); newspaper announcement (13.07.78) & wedding invitation (daughter's).
206.18 Litva, Felix. 3 in, 1977-1978, 2 tls., 1 als.


206.20 Nesnadný, Viktor. 1 in, 1981, tls.

206.21 Pišško, Bohuš Ján. 9 in, 1971-1979, 6 tls., 1 als., 2 cards, als. With: letter from Pišško's wife, 1 in, 1979, als.


206.24 Senčík, Štefan P. 1 in, 1977, tls.

206.25 Šprinc, Mikuláš. 103 in, 1953-1981, 90 tls., 10 als., 1 card, als., 2 photocopies of form letters (1 signed, 1 unsigned). Includes: 1 letter (out, 1954, unsigned tls.) from J.C. Hronský to Redactor of MOST; 1 application form for membership of PEN Centre for writers in exile; 1 letter (in, n.d., tls.) from Ján J. Lach re MOST; 1 receipt to Šubík for subscription to MOST; 1 letter (out, 1959, unsigned carbon copy) from Šprinc to Chief Secretary of Most; 1 letter (out, 1964, unsigned photocopy) from Teodor J. Kojis, Slovak Institute, Cleveland, to Michal Lacko; 1 newspaper clipping on Ďarnov, Pravda, 1964; 1 letter (in, 1970, tls.) from the Organizational Committee of the Slovak World Congress to the Slovak Writers & Artists Association (SSS) re invitation to attend congress; excerpt of letter (out, n.d., tls.) from Felix Litva to Šprinc; publicity flyer for bicentennial celebration "Our National Heritage" Slovak Program, sponsored by The Slovak Writers & Artists Association, Cleveland, 13 September 1975.


206.28 Tybor, Martina. 4 in, 1974-1977, tls.
Subfile 11.1. **Section B: General Correspondence.**

206.29 Backor, Joseph. 1 in, 1954, tls.

206.30 Blaho, Pavel. 1 in, 1973, tls.

206.31 Blaško, Štefan. 1 in, 1954, als.

206.32 Böhm, Emanuel. 1 in, 1958, als.

206.33 Cieker, Jozef. 2 in, 1955,1963, 1 tls., 1 signed carbon copy.

206.34 Fabianek, Ján. 1 in, 1956, als.

206.35 Guleja, Karol. 1 in, 1979, tls.

206.36 Hletko, Peter. 2 in, 1954, 1956, tls.

206.37 Hollý, Ján. 1 out, 1956, unsigned carbon copy.

206.38 Hrobák, Filip A. 5 in, 1954-1961, 4 tls., 1 signed carbon copy. **Includes:** confidential questionnaire.


206.41 Kaleník, Rudolf. 17 in, 1957-1981, 14 tls., 3 photocopies, 2 signed, 1 unsigned. **Includes:** photocopy of text by Kaleník "Quo Vadis Domine?".


206.44 Kolnik, M. 2 in, 1954, tls.

206.45 Kružliak, Imrich. 23 in, 1957-1980, 20 tls., 3 cards, als. **Includes:** unsigned, undated text on collective farms in Slovakia between 1951-1964; list of

206.46 Ksinan, Julo. 1 in, 1956, als.
206.47 Lach, Ján J. 1 in, 1958, tls.
206.48 Lanak, František. 1 in, 1977, als.
206.51 Mondschein, Joseph. 1 in, 1956, als.

BOX 207

207.1 Murgaš, Karol. 15 in, 1963-1972, 12 tls., 1 als., 1 card, als., 1 signed form letter. Includes: carbon copies of 2 texts re Ladislav Macko, 1 anonymous, 1 by K. Urpin.
207.2 Ozábal, Vlado. 1 in, 1969, tls.
207.4 Reveš, František. 3 in, 1953-1980, 2 tls., 1 als.
207.5 Roman, Štefan B. 3 in, 1970-1971, 1 tls., 2 signed form letters. Includes: typewritten text by Roman, "Otázka Slovákov v česko-moravskom pohranicí a mensiny na Slovensku", re SKS meeting in N.Y.; certificate naming Šubík as
official delegate to 1970 SKS annual meeting, N.Y., 1970; photocopy of text by Ladislav Potemra, re "Bernolákovej univerzity v Amerike".

207.6 Simco, Mary. 1 in, 1970, als.

207.7 Slovenská Národná Rada V Zahraničí. 3 in, 1953, tls. Signed by various people. Names cannot be identified.

207.8 Štelzer, Ivan. 1 in, 1969, als.

207.9 Tóth, Dušan. 5 in, 1973-1980, 4 tls., 1 photocopy of signed form letter.


207.12 Veteška, Tomáš J. 1 in, 1970, tls. Includes: 1 photocopy of Veteška’s article "The Martyrdom of Slovak Catholicism"; 1 photocopy of Congressional Record-House discussing his article; photocopies of 12 articles about or by Dr. Joseph Lettrich; original newspaper clipping re Školská Rada Slovenskej Národnej Školy v New Yorku; photocopies of 2 aerogrammes (in, 1969, tls.) from Imrich Suchý to Veteška; 1 photocopy of article re Suchý, Bobek, Vicen, etc.

207.13 Vnuk, František. 1 aerogramme, in, 1963, als.

207.14 Zvonár-Tien, Jozef. 3 in, 1954-1979, tls.

Subfile 11.1. Section C: Correspondence from Abroad.

Argentina

207.15 Cíger-Hronský, Jozef. 3 in, 1954, 1956, 1 tls., 1 als.

207.16 Dafcík, Ján. 1 in, 1953, tls.

207.17 Šuranský, Ján. 18 in, 1953-1974, 17 tls., 1 unsigned form letter. Includes: text by Šuranský & Mešiar re right to independence.

207.18 Joštiak, Jozef. 7 in, 1954-1964, 2 tls., 5 als.

207.20 Mešiar, Stanislav. 7 in, 1953-1958, tls. 2 of these letters were signed by Mešiar as President of Slovenský Kultúrny Spolok, Odbor za podržanie spomenika M. Bencúru-Martínů Kukučín. Includes: folder on life & works of Martin Kukučín.

207.21 Polašovič, Štefan. 5 in, 1973-1978, 3 tls., 2 als.

207.22 Zatko-Bor, Ján. 6 in, 1953-1981, 4 tls., 2 als.

**Italy**

207.23 Botek, Anton. 3 in, 1953-1954, tls.

207.24 Bugan, Antonio. 1 in, 1954, tls.

207.25 Cronia, Antonio. 1 in, 1964, tls.


207.27 Hrušovský, Dominik. 4 in, 1978-1980, tls.

207.28 Lacko, Michal. 1 in, 1952, tls.

207.29 Nahálka, Štefan. 1 in, n.d., tls.

207.30 Vavrovič, Jozef. 4 in, 1954-1979, 3 tls., 1 card, tls.

207.31 Visco, Agastino. 5 in, 1980-1981, tls. 1st letter has translation from Italian.

**Slovakia**

207.32 Beniak, Valentin. 1 in, 1969, als.


207.34 Bongrády, Štefan. 1 in, 1976, tls.

207.35 Filo, Emanuel. 1 in, 1971, als.


207.38 Kupkova, Helena. 1 in, 1965, als.

207.39 Matej z Martina. 2 in, 1974, tls.

207.40 Medrický, Gejza. 1 in, 1968, als.

207.41 Moravčík, Vlado. 1 in, 1969, tls.


207.43 Pöstényi, Ján. 14 in, 1971-1979, 13 als., 1 card, als.

207.44 Zák, Viktor. 1 in, 1966, tls.

Subfile 11.1. Section D: Miscellaneous Correspondence.


207.46 Böhm, Emanuel. 8 in, 1953-1973, 5 tls., 3 als. Includes: carbon copy of Petition for admission to the Medical Licensing Examination of Doctor Maria Dziaková Böhm.


207.49 Delaney, E.L. 1 in, 1956, tls. Includes: newspaper clipping re "shipping back" of Slovaks to the Communists.

207.50 Doránsky, Ján. 5 in, 1968-1973, 1 tls., 2 als., 2 cards, als. Includes: text of poem by Doránsky "Vyňovorka - Príčina".

207.51 Šuranský, Ferdinand. 10 in, 1953-1962, 6 tls., 3 als., 1 card, als. Includes: 1 letter (out, 1958, unsigned carbon copy) from Šuranský to J.Kirschbaum; 1 sheet of suggestions re Slovak League of America; 1 letter (out, 1959, unsigned carbon copy) from Šuranský & J. Kirschbaum to A. Hrobák.

207.52 Fabera, H. 4 in, 1952-1953, tls.

207.53 Grabowski, Bernard F. 1 in, 1965, tls. Grabowski was a Member of the Congress of the United States, House of Representatives.

207.54 Greiner, Kristof. 7 in, 1970-1978, tls. (2 of these are co-signed by Kalo Murgaš). Includes: 1 letter (out, 1970, unsigned carbon copy) from Greiner to J. Kirschbaum; 1 form letter (out, n.d., unsigned photocopy) from the Redaction of Slobodného Slovenska, in response to SKS survey.


207.56 Jankovský, Marián. 2 in, 1977, tls.

207.57 Kopac, Armand. 5 in, 1953-1959, 3 tls., 2 als.


207.59 Mikuš, Jozef. 23 in, 1953-1979, 8 tls., 12 als., 1 signed form letter, 1 card, als., 1 signed photocopy. Many items are written or/and signed by Renée Perréal-Mikuš. 1 item is inscribed with a note by J. Cincík. Includes: 1 letter (out, 1956, tls.) original, from Mikuš to U.S. Immigration & Naturalization Service, re replacement of registration card for Šubík’s son.

207.60 Mondok, Ferdinand. 2 in, 1953, tls.

207.61 Okál, Ján. 21 in, 1953-1981, 18 tls., 1 als., 2 cards, als. Includes: 2 letters (out, 1954, 1955, 1 signed, 1 unsigned carbon copies) from Okál to M. Šprinc; photocopy of text by Okál in honour of J. Cincík.

207.63 Reveš, Ferdinand. 1 in, 1981, tls.

207.64 Srnka, Dušan. 2 in, 1979, 1 yls., 1 als.

207.65 Štrmeš, Karol. 7 in, 1961-1981, 1 tls., 3 als., 3 cards, als. Some items are co-signed by "Olga".

207.66 Urban, Eugene. 6 in, 1970-1971, 4 tls., (3 signed, 1 unsigned), 1 als., 1 signed form letter.

Subfile 11.2. Collected items.

3) - Newspaper clippings (3 copies, 1 original), 1954, 1978. Articles on Andrej Čarnov.
4) - Newspaper clippings (5 photocopies, 1 original), 1970-1981. Articles on Slovaks & Slovak life in U.S.A.
5) - Rozpravy, vol. V, nos 4-5, April 1954.
6) - Národné Vyznanie. 2 "tirés à part". s.l. n.d.
7) - List of names & addresses of Slovaks living in various countries.
8) - 1 holy card. Colour. 12 x 5 cm. 50th anniversary of ordination to the priesthood, 1915-1965 of Jáno Pöstenyi. Handwritten dedication on back.

Subfile 11.3. Publications & Writings.

This file contains some of Čarnov's literary creations:

Dante Alighieri - Peklo.

BOX 208

208.1 Original manuscript (1945) of Peklo, Čarnov's unpublished Slovak translation of Dante's Inferno. 217 sheets, [13 & 106 missing]. Typescript. Handwritten annotations & corrections. Handwritten note on t.p. of manuscript indicates that manuscript was brought illegally into the U.S.A. by Mrs. Šefíková(?) in


Sophocle - King Oedipus.

208.4 Letter from publishing house Tatran. in, 1950, tls. RE corrections to be made by Čarnov to his manuscript of translation of Sophocle's Oedipus Rex, for purpose of publication.

Other works.

208.5 Article "Pozdrav "Revolucionárovi C.1." ". n.d. 1 p. Carbon copy of transcript.

208.6 Poems: "Dohoda naša pošliapaná..." (n.d.); "Meine Heimat" (n.d., transl. by Rudolf Musik); "Msgr. Andrejovi Hlinkovi" (1926); "Piesen Do Ticha" (1934); "Verim" (1969); "Weinlese" (n.d., transl. by Rudolf Musik). 3 original typescripts, 3 photocopies of typescripts.

SERIES II. PREDMETNY MATERIÁL. (IMPORTANT MATERIAL).
FILE 1. PAMÄTNICE (SOUVENIR BOOKS).

208.7 - Slovenský Akčný Výbor. Slovak Action Committee. Bratislava, 1947. Commemorative booklet on the occasion of President Tiso's death. Contains: Tiso's last recommendation to the Slovak Nation; Eulogy by the Action Committee; Excerpt from the civil code, c. 28. 7 p. 24 x 19 cm.

208.8 - II. Congrès des Régions et des Communautés européennes. Mérano & Riva del Garda, Italy. 1949. Program & presentations summaries. 25 p. ill. 24 x 17 cm.


208.16  - Pavátnica z príležitosti dvadsiateho výročia založenia Slovenského Katolíckeho Spolku V Argentine.  Buenos Aires, Argentina.  1968.  20th Anniversary of establishment of a Slovak Catholic Association in Argentina.  64 p. ill.  19 x 14 cm.


of Constantinople. 1975. 22 p. Colour photograph of church glued on cover. 21 x 17 cm.


208.21 - Pamätnica na 85 výročie založenia osady sv. Jana Nepomuckého. 85th anniversary of the creation of St. John Nepomucene Parish. New York, N.Y. 1980. 69 p. ill. 27.5 x 21.5 cm.


208.23 - Slovak World Congress. 10th anniversary. Toronto, Ontario. 1981. Program of the General Assembly of SKS & of cultural activities marking the Slovak Heritage Day Celebration. Contains reproduction of letters of congratulation from eminent political figures. 48 p. ill. 27.5 x 21.5 cm.


208.25 - Perth Amboy (City), New Jersey. 300th Birthday Celebrations. 1984. Includes various items related to activities within the context of these celebrations: 1) Tribute To Holy Trinity Parish, by Mayor Otlowski. Silver Jubilee. Text printed on inside faces of folded pamphlet. ill. 22.5 x 15 cm; 2) Invitation to the Fifth Cultural Matinee, Muza Tatier Award Presentation (to Mary S. Kozusko), by The Slovak-American Cultural Center. Leaflet. 21.5 x 9 cm.; 3) New Jersey Catholic Records Newsletter. Vol. V, no. 3, summer, 1984. "Slovak Parish Records. 1 sheet. ill. 27.5 x 21.5 cm.


Winter Park, Florida. 1987. On the occasion of the 35th Anniversary of 1) Slovak Garden 2) Florida Slovak Day 3) Floridian Slovak. 32 p. ill. 27.5 x 21 cm

SERIES II. PREDMETNY MATERIÁL. (IMPORTANT MATERIAL).
FILE 2. MEMORANDA, PETITIONS, APPEALS, CONGRESSIONAL PAPERS, ETC.

Subfile 2.1. Memoranda.

BOX 209


Item 8. - Mazepa, Isaac, Chairman of Executive Committee of the Ukrainian National Council and Director of Foreign Affairs. To the President of the


Item 11. - Slovak League of America. 32nd Congress. 28 April, 1953. *Memorandum to the President and the Congress of the United States of America.* Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1953.


Subfile 2.2. Petitions.


Subfile 2.3. Appeals.


Item 3. - Slovak Action Committee. Appeal Concerning the Deportation of the Slovak Population by the Soviet Authorities, presented by The Slovak Action


Item 8. - Apel. By the Slovak Emigration Delegates to the Representatives of the Slovak League of America, in Western Europe. On the fight for the Slovak Republic. s.l. 1951.


Subfile 2.4. Congressional Hearings, Congressional Record.


Subfile 2.5. Propaganda Leaflets.

209.6 Item 1. - Slovak League of America. Eastern District. *Brief History of Slovakia*. s.l., n.d. 17 x 10 cm.

Item 2. - Stewart, John F. *Slovakia, its People and Right to Sovereign independence and Freedom*. Information Leaflets no. 7. Scottish League for European Freedom. Edindurgh, Scotland. n.d. 20 x 13 cm.


SERIES II. PREDMETNY MATERIÁL. (IMPORTANT MATERIAL).
Subfile 3.1. SKS. History.

209.7 Contains public addresses, publicity material, & photocopy of journal articles. Overview of historical, social & cultural events leading to creation of SKS. 8 items.


209.8 Contains questionnaire, correspondence & 24 replies to survey addressed to readers of SKS Bulletin following creation of SKS, seeking opinions on its role, composition, membership, activities, etc. 27 items.

Subfile 3.3. SKS. Constitution, Rules & By-Laws, Declaration of purpose, etc.

209.9 Contains documents of various formats (letters, pamphlets, articles, etc.) pertaining to: - Declaration of purpose, 7 items; - Constitution (proposals, drafts, modifications, official versions. 1970-1978), 20 items; - Guidelines, rules, by-laws, etc., 1973, 1975. 2 items.

Subfile 3.4. SKS. Internal operations, current affairs, work of Committees, conferences, etc.

Constituting the most important & voluminous portion of the SKS file, material within this subfile is arranged by year (1970, 1971, .... to 1984), & for each year, items are gathered under uniform headings & arranged in chronological order.

209.10 1970.
- Members of various committees; Board members. 3 items.
- Congress & General Assembly, New York, June 19-21, 1970. 16 items.
- Minutes of meetings. 3 items.
- Working papers of committees & background information. 2 items.
- Addresses, speeches, research papers, etc. 3 items.
- Correspondence. 40 items (26 in, 14 out).
- Newspaper articles. 6 items.

209.11 1971.
- Declarations, Press releases, etc. 3 items.
- Members of various committees; Board members. 2 items.
- Congress & General Assembly, Toronto, Ontario, June 16-20, 1971. 8 items.
- Minutes of meetings. 3 items.
- Working papers of committees & background information. 12 items.
- Addresses, speeches, research papers, etc. 10 items.
- Correspondence. 35 items (15 in, 20 out).
- Newspaper articles. 3 items.
- Project "Enlightenment" by group Turner Associates. Discussions re production of film History of the Slovak People, by SKS. 1 item.
- "Zahraniční Slováci Vo Velkej Britanii". 4 items.

BOX 210

210.1 1972.
- Minutes of meetings. 1 item.
- Working papers of Committees & background information. 4 items.
- Addresses, speeches, research papers, etc. 2 items.
- Correspondence: 5 in, 1972, tls., with 1 attach.; 4 out, 1972, 1 tls., carbons & tls., with 1 attach.

- Members of various committees; Board members. 6 items.
- Minutes of meetings. 1 item.
- Working papers of Committees & background information.
- Congress & General Assembly, Chicago, June 28-July 1, 1973. 2 items.
- Newspaper articles. 2 items.
- Cultural activities. 1 item.

210.3 1974.
- Membership fees, 1970/71 - 1974/75. 3 items.
- Correspondence: 5 in, 1974, tls., with 1 attach.; 3 out, 1974, carbons & tls.

210.4 1975.
- Congress & General Assembly, Rome, Italy, June 18-22, 1975. 8 items.
- Correspondence: 2 in, 1975, tls.; 1 out, 1975, carbon.
- Newspaper articles. 1 item.

210.5 1976.
- Working papers of Committees & background information. 1 item.
- Correspondence: 4 in, 1976, tls.; 2 out, 1976, carbons.
- Court case: Tóth vs Kováč, Misurovič, Naše Hlasy. 1 item.

210.6 1977.
- Correspondence: 7 in, 1977, tls., with 1 attach.; 1 out, 1977, carbon.
210.7 **1978.**
- Members of various committees; Board members. 1 item.
- Reports of committees & background information. 2 items.
- Addresses, speeches, research papers, etc. 2 items.
- Press releases. 4 items.
- Newspaper articles. 2 items.

210.8 **1982.**
- Minutes of meetings. (agenda) 1 item.

210.9 **1983.**
- Correspondence: 4 in, 1983, tls.

210.10 **1984.**
- Members of various committees; Board members. 1 item.
- Congress & General Assembly, New York, June 17-24, 1984. 9 items.
- Working papers of committees & background information. 7 items.
- Addresses, speeches, reports of committees, etc. 2 items.
- Correspondence: 10 in, 1984, tls. & als.; 2 out, 1984, carbons, with 2 attachments.

Subfile 3.5. **SKS and RFE (Radio Free Europe).**

210.11 - Correspondence. 7 out, 1958-1984, tls., with 1 attach.

Subfile 3.6. **SKS. Artifact.** (See Object finding aid)

Subfile 3.7. **SKS Bulletin.**

210.12 Supporting documents, manuscripts and notes. 33 items.


SERIES II. PREDMETNY MATERIÁL. (IMPORTANT MATERIAL).
FILE 4. **SLOVENSKÉ KULTÚRNÉ A POLITICKÉ ORGANIZÁCIE V ZAHRANIČÍ.**
(POLITICAL & CULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS ABROAD).

Subfile 4.1. **Political & Cultural Associations / Corporate Bodies.**
This portion of the file includes information from/on Slavic Associations & Corporate Bodies promoting, maintaining, defending rights of different
minorities in foreign countries. It consists of form letters, public declarations, official papers, briefs, correspondence, press releases, posters, journals & bulletins, etc. Material within folders is arranged chronologically. Folders are filed alphabetically by official name of Association or corporate body. When official name is in Slovak, Czech, or Hungarian, the official English or French equivalent is given. When no formal English or French equivalent of the name could be found, an English translation of the name has been provided & its non-official status indicated by the use of quotation marks. When the official name of an Association is in English or in French, and there exists an official Slovak equivalent, this official Slovak equivalent follows the original appellation. No attempt was made to create equivalent Slovak names when none could be found.

210.14 American Friends of Slovak Freedom. 1 item.

210.15 Association des anciens combattants slovaques en France. 4 items.

210.16 Association des Fédéralistes slovaques. 3 items.

210.17 Association of Physicians from Slovakia. 2 items.

210.18 Comité d'aide aux émigrés slovaques (CAES). 16 items.

210.19 Confédération française des travailleurs chrétiens: Section slovaque. Sdruženie Slovenských Krestanských Robotníkov vo Francúzsku. 42 items.

210.20 Conference of Americans of Central-Eastern European Descent. 1 item.

210.21 Croatian Foundation of America. 6 items.

210.22 EMPAC! Ethnic Millions Political Action Committee. 4 items.


BOX 211

211.1 National Slovak Society. 1 item.

211.2 Rada Svobodného Československa. Conseil de la Tchécoslovaquie libre. 6 items.
211.3 Sdruženie Australských Slovákov. The Association of Australian Slovaks, 1951. 1 item.

211.4 Sdruženie Slovenskej Mládeže Vo Velkej Britanii. Association of Slovak Youth in Great Britain. 1 item.

211.5 Sdruženie Slovenských Katolíckych Študentov V Zahraničí. Federation of Slovak Catholic Students Abroad. 14 items.

211.6 Slovak American Democratic Committee. 16 items.

211.7 Slovak Heritage Association. 1 item.

211.8 Slovak League of America. 1 item.

211.9 Slovak Study Center. 67 items. With original folder.

211.10 Slovenská Akademia V Zahraničí. "Slovak Academy Abroad". 2 items.

211.11 Slovenská Krestanská Demokracia. La Démocratie chrétienne slovaque. 3 items.


211.13 Slovenská Oslobodzovacia Rada. (SOR). Slovak Liberation Council. 4 items.

211.14 Slovenský Akčný Výbor. Slovak Action Committee. 19 items. See also Folder 211.18.

211.15 Slovenský Oslobodzovací Výbor. Slovak Liberation Committee. 33 items. See also Folder 211.17.


211.17 Stála Konferencia Slovenských Demokratických Exulantov. The Permanent Conference of the Slovak Democratic Exiles. 5 items.

211.18 Sväz Slovákov Komunistami Väznených A Prenasledovaných. Union of Slovaks imprisoned and persecuted by Communists. 2 items.

211.19 Sväz Slovenského Študentstva. Union of Slovak Students. 17 items.
211.20 Szabad Magyar Fiatalstág A Parizsi. Jeunesse hongroise libre de Paris. 2 items.

211.21 Tarantel Press. 1 item.

211.22 United Slavonian American League, Inc. (USAL). 3 items.

211.23 Ustredná Rada Martina Rázusa. (URMR). "Headquarters of the Martin Rázu Council". 1 item.

211.24 Vyslanectvo Slovenskej Republiky V Madride. Légation de la République slovaque à Madrid. 1 item.

**Subfile 4.2. Academic Institutions, Ethnic Research Centers, Etc.**

Subfile 4.2 includes documents on/from various institutions of higher learning & ethnic research Centers. It contains academic programs, correspondence, course outlines, inventory of holdings, publicity material, Slovak-English reader, essays & theses. Folders are filed alphabetically by corporate names. Order within folders is chronological.


211.26 - City College. The City University of New York. "Slavic-American Heritage". Course SLAH 15. Contract correspondence (Dr. Staško), course outlines, time tables, didactic material, publicity material, newspaper clippings, etc. 45 items.

211.27 - Immigration History Research Center. University of Minnesota. 6 items.

211.28 - Institute of Ethnic America. Jersey City State College. 1 item.

211.29 - Jankola Library & Slovak Archives. American-Slovak Research Center. 2 items.

211.30 - Université en exil de l'Europe libre. 1 item.

**BOX 212**

212.1 - Ústav Dr. Edvarda Beneše pro politické a sociální študium. "Institute Dr. Edward Beneš for political & social studies". 1 item.

**Reference:**
Center for Immigration Studies & Immigrant Archives. See Folder 212.2.

**Subfile 4.3. Slovak Historical Association of America.**

This portion of the file contains background materials collected, used, or received by Dr. Staško while serving as President of the Slovak Historical Association of America or because of his involvement with the ethnic publications, *Horizont*, and *SKS Bulletin*. Most items relate to life & work of prominent American Slovaks (correspondence, interviews, background biographical information, photographs, newspaper articles, etc). It also contains materials on current events in Slovak life & politics, evaluation reviews of historical essays & historical overview of a Slovak-American religious order. Arrangement is alphabetical. Within folders, order is chronological.

212.2 - Braxátor, F.A. Current history materials collected by Braxátor, most likely as background information for the publication *Horizont*. 22 items.

212.3 - Greguš, ? "Gregušovci graduovali...". Draft of article signed by Dr. Staško. s.l., s.d. 1 p.


212.6 - Kozusko, Mary S. Correspondence with Dr. Staško, 6 in, 1982-1983, 3 als., 2 postcards, 1 reply to questionnaire, als.; 3 out, 1982-1983, 2 carbon, 1 tls. Original (returned); with 1 photocopy of questionnaire, 1 photocopy of introduction to interview tape, 1 photocopy of text of interview published in *Horizont* in Slovak. Also, correspondence Dr. Staško & NYPL re books donation by Mrs. Kosusko, 3 out, 1983, tls. Includes biographical materials (résumé, handwritten notes on family history, newspaper clippings, memorabilia, etc.). 29 items.


212.9 - Paušo, Jozef & Draga Paušo. Correspondence with Dr. Staško: 2 in, 1975, 1 tls., 1 als. (In memoriam "Appreciation" note, with memorabilia); 3 out, 1975, 2 carbon copies, 1 telegram (with original als. text); includes text by Dr. Staško, "Gregušovci graduovali..."

212.10 - Pišško, Bohuš J. Correspondence with Dr. Staško: 19 in, 1974-1978, 5 tls., 7 als., 2 postcards, 5 greeting cards (Xmas, birthdays). Includes 4 separate texts of article & interview re Pišško's life, career & works, 1 poem, 1 letter from Jarka Pišško, als., 15 Sept. 1979; 5 out, 1973-1978, carbons. Includes interview questionnaire, follow-up letter to Louis Vyoral, original of "out" letter. - 14 newspaper clippings collected by Pišško on Jews & Jewry. 45 items.

212.11 - Potocký, Andrej. Correspondence with Dr. Staško: 2 in, 1983, tls. Includes list, 20 personal-biographical items, 1 out, 1983, tls., with interview questions, envelope with additional information. - Text of tribute by Dr. Staško for Potocký's 90th birthday, 1983. - Draft of title page for Northern Mosaic. 30 items.


SERIES II. PREDMETNY MATERIÁL. (IMPORTANT MATERIAL).
FILE 5. KNIHY (BOOKS).
(See Library catalogue and list at the end of finding aid)

SERIES III. NOVINY A ASOPISY. (NEWSPAPERS & PERIODICALS).
FILES A, B AND C.
(See Library catalogue and list at the end of finding aid)
SERIES IV. MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY. (MAGNETIC TAPES).
(See Inventory of Sound Recordings X20-2-SR at the end of finding aid)

SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).
FILE.1. SLOVAKIA/CZECHOSLOVAKIA - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT.

Subfile 1.1. General.

212.14 1) "The 'Voice of America' and Czecho-Slovakia". n.s. n.d. (1956?). 13 p. Copy of unsigned manuscript.
         5) Photocopy of excerpt from chapter 6 of unidentified book, dealing with communism in Slovakia. n.s. 1988. Manuscript note from(?) Joseph M. Kirschbaum to(?) Dr. Staško, or vice versa, re bibliographical source of a particular quote in text. 2 sheets.
         8) "A Lie can never save anyone from a lie. Only the truth can free us from fear". Quote from Václav Havel. Propaganda flyer. n.s. n.d. 30.5 x 20.5 cm.

Subfile 1.2. Czecho-Slovakia (1918-1939).

212.15 1) "Memorial honors the Pittsburgh Agreement". The Falcon, 8 November, 1989. Full page of newspaper.
         2) "Dôležitý dokument v slovenské historii". In Nedelni Hlasatel, 10 December, 1989. 1 full page of newspaper. About celebration commemorating Pittsburgh Agreement.

**Subfile 1.3. Slovak Republic (1939-1945).**


4) "Wir wollen ein Teil der UdSSR werden". In Der Spiegel (Nemecko), 10 April, 1978. 1 p. Excerpts from 1944 text of Gustáv Husák pleading for integration of Slovakia into the soviet empire.


6) Znelka /Slovenské Narodné Povstanie, Pripadne naše Prvni Republika. Copy of radio program script on 1944 Slovak insurrection. n.s., n.d. 13 p. Poor condition. NB. See also Folder 213.16. The Jewish People.

**Subfile 1.4. Czecho-Slovak Republic (1945-1968).**


2) Memo to Moza containing a death threat against someone perceived as an enemy of the Slovak Republic. Unsigned handwritten document in French. 2 typewritten copies in Slovak. At bottom, "Gabrikovci". n.s., n.d. 3 sheets.

3) "Vom Prager Frühling zum Moskauer Winter". In Berner Tagblatt, 21 August, 1978. Photocopy. Article on how the attempt by Dubček to give Stalinist communism a human face ended in front of the guns of the befriended East-Block enemies.


**Subfile 1.5. Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (1968-1989).**


4) "Ihr artikel /SW/- Alexander Dubček auf Abstellgeleise - von 15.06.78". Letter from Dr. F.A. Braxátor to the Editor of *Bünder Zeitung*, out, 22 June 1978, tls.


**Subfile 1.6. Czech Republic (1989 - ).**


4) "Slovennskej národnej rade a vláde Slovenskej Republiky. Pravda a spravodlivosť. Sa vyzdaje k napisaniu a k odhlasovaniu novej stavy pre slovenský národ". By S.P. Stibranyi. 15, April, 1990. Political memo re a
7) "Budú vol'by filtrom kalných slovenských vôd?" (The Independence of Slovakia should not be postponed until tomorrow). In *Hlas Slovenska*, vol.2, no 11, April, 1992.
12) "Dalekosiahle korene schizofrénie KDH: Júdas len raz zradil - kol'kokrát zradil ľarnogurský" (The roots of the KDH's schizophrenia: Judas was a traitor once - how many times will ľarnogurský betray?). By M. Palusova. *Slovenské ozveny*, July, 1992. Newspaper clipping.

**Subfile 1.7. Politicians and Political Parties.**

3) Jozef Dano (1928- ). Various articles on his return to Czechoslovakia in 1978, after a 25-year exile in the U.S.A. Newspaper clippings. 3 separate items.
5) "Dr. Ferdinand Ľarnanský (1911-1979), Slovak Foreign Minister". Death announcement. n.s., March, 1979. Newspaper clipping.


8) An American tribute to Václav Havel and a celebration of democracy in Czechoslovakia. New York, N.Y., 22 February, 1990. Folder. 27.5 x 20 cm. Contains: chronology of November 1989 revolution; program of pieces interpreted by the Brooklyn Philharmonic Orchestra; ticket stub; Dr. Staško's personal handwritten notes.

9) "S řídym štítom do Europy: Vyhlásenie zakladatel'ov Krest'anskodemokratickej strany z r. 1946". (Straight arrow to Europe). Declaration by the founders of the Christian Democratic Party in 1946 (Dr. Staško among others). In *????ský denník(?)*, vol. 1, 2 June, 1990. Newspaper clippings. Photocopy.

10) "Vol'by slobodné, slusné, disciplinované: A sú tu výsledky". (Elections that were free, proper, and showed discipline). In *AS*, 11 June, 1990. Full page of newspaper.


Subfile 2.2. Slovaks - Foreign countries (Switzerland, Germany, Italy, Hungary, Australia, etc).


8) Form letter signed by Eric I. Malovec. 1 out, 1 June 1979, tls. Congratulations to his Countrymen for having celebrated Slovak Independence Day.

9) "Otvorený List". Open letter from Dr. F. Braxátor to the President of the Slovak World Congress. re allegations by Arvéd Grébert in 1979 article in *Horizont*, "Slovenskej exilnej verejnosti". Niederwangen, Switz.


12) Medek, Yvan. Letters to G.J. Loewy, Editor of *Práva Lidu*, out, April 1986, tls., Re "diffamatory" writings in recent issue of journal.


14) "Nad horizontom Horizontu". (New horizons for *Horizont*). By I. Hoffmaan. s.l. n.d., Photocopy of newspaper clipping.

**Subfile 2.3. Slovaks/Czechs - United States.**


81
6) Correspondence between Dr. Staško and Dušan Tóth concerning death &
7) "Slováci a ich život: 1. - Amerikanizácia. 2. - Etnické strediská".
(Americanization and Ethnic Centers). By Jozef Paušo. Jednota, 24 July,
8) "Slováci a ich život: Národný Slovenský Spolok." (On National Slovak
newspaper.
9) "A Prophet for the new America: Controversial trial attorney examines
America's society". By Dan Borsuk. San Francisco Progress, 3 August, 1974.
2 full pages of newspaper.
10) "Going Home Again". By Michael Novák. n.s. 23 August, 1974. 1 p.
11) Letter from Edward J. Behuncik, President of the Slovak League of
America, to Governor of Georgia, U.S.A., Jimmy Carter. out, 14 October
1976, tls. Requests that Slovaks living in Slovak Socialist Republic of
Federated Czecho-Slovakia be referred to as Slovaks & not as Czechs. 1 p.
12) Postcards to Dr. Staško : 06.06.1976, 03.03.1977. See Folder 213.15 9).
13) Our Slovak heritage / From the Slovak-Americans of Michigan. s.l. 1977.
Pamphlet. 10 p. ; 20 x 11 cm.
14) "Slováci demostrovali pred OSN". By Dr. Alexander Beláš. In Slovák V
Amerike, 30 August, 1978. Newspaper clipping. On Slovak demonstration in
front of U.N. Incl.: Dr. Staško's letter to Editor of SVA, out, 14 September
1978, carbon; rebuttal article "Kto je Dr. Alexander Beláš...a o sledoval
svojimi ízami v Slovaku v Amerike zo dna 30.aug.t.r.?"; copy. 1 p.; response
letter from SVA by Draga Paušová, refusing article: in, 18 September 1978,
tls., 1 p.
15) Letter by Ladislav E. Macko to U.S. Senator Robert Dole, out, 19
December 1978, tls., photocopy. Incl. 2 attach. Photocopies. Re defense of
Jozef A. Mikuš against false accusations by Jack Anderson (Washington
Post).
16) Letters by Tomáš J. Veteška to different correspondents, 4 out, 1978-
Photocopy. Re actions by, or comments from his contemporaries on various
Slovak issues.
17) "Journals of Czechs in U.S. are lagging". In The New York Times, 13
May, 1979. Newspaper clipping. * Item found after sequential numbering had
been assigned.
November, 1979. Invitation to Banquet. 15.5 x 11.5 cm, cardboard; program
of activities. 1 sheet. 22.5 x 15 cm.
19) Proc nejsem komunistou? (Why I am not a Communist?). By Karel
Capek. New Rochelle, N.Y., 1981. 8 p. Pamphlet. 22.5 x 17.5 cm.
Photocopy.

21) Letter from Ladislav. E. Macko (Slovak American Association of California) to the Slovak-American Cultural Center of New York. 1 in, 7 November 1982, tls. Re speaking invitation extended to Eugene Loebl.


BOX 213

Subfile 2.4. Slovaks/Czechs in Canada.

213.1 1) "Pozvánie. Clenom Predsedniťva SHEvZ". Toronto, Ontario, 1 July, 1964. Invitation letter from President, Joseph M. Kirschbaum, to meeting of SNRvZ
(National Council of Slovaks Abroad) to be held in Toronto, Ontario, 18-19 July, 1964; out, 1 July 1964, carbon. – Handwritten response letter from Ján Dvorský, in, 10 July 1964, als. 1 sheet.
3) Letter from Joseph M. Kirschbaum to Dr. Staško. 1 in, 27 June 1978, tls. Handwritten note on page 1. Re various death announcements and thanks for photocopies of German materials.
5) "Slovak Chair in Faculty of Arts launched April 5: Focus on Slovak history and culture". In Gazette, University of Ottawa. v.11, 13, 1990. Journal clipping. Photocopy.

Subfile 2.5. Slovaks Abroad - Social and Cultural Life.
- Section 2.5.1. Social & Cultural Events.

This section gathers publicity material for social & cultural events such as festivals, concerts, national holiday celebrations, banquets, etc., organized by & for Slovaks living in U.S.A. & Canada. Consists of pamphlets, clippings of press coverage, programs, souvenir books, etc. 54 items pertaining to 30 events held between 1954 & 1987.

213.2 Contains items of publicity material, 1954 - 1978.
213.3 Contains items of publicity material, 1979 - 1982.

- Section 2.5.2. Social & Cultural Associations.
See also, Folders 210.14 to 212.13.

213.4 - Slovak-American Cultural Center. New York, N.Y. 3 items.
213.5 - Slovak American Cultural Association. 3 items.
213.6 - Slovak League of America Heritage Foundation, LTD. 1 item.
213.7 - Montreal Slovak Cultural Centre. Montreal, Quebec. 1 item.
213.8 - Matica slovenska. 1 item.
213.9 - Bohemian National Hall, New York, N.Y. 1 item.
213.10 - First Slovak Wreath of the Free Eagle. 1 item.
SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).
FILE 3. SLOVAKIA/CZECHOSLOVAKIA - ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS.

Subfile 3.1. General living conditions.

213.12 1) Correspondence between Dr. Staško & Walter Dušhnyck. 1 in, 11 October 1974, tls.; 1 out, 31 October 1974, carbon. Incl. 4 additional pieces of information supplied by Dr. Staško. On various aspects of life in Slovakia.
4) Letter from Vladimir Štefánek to Dr.Staško, 1 in, 8 December 1983, tls. On life in Slovakia and its problems.

Subfile 3.2. Economic conditions.

213.13 1) "Der gewinner heisst Slowakei: vom entwicklungsland zum partner im industriestaat". (Slovakia is a winner: from an underdeveloped country to an industrial partner). By Inge Santner. n.s. August 11, 1976. Full page of newspaper.
3) "Kde začať kopat"?". By Svätopluk Hôrny. Literárny Týždenník, 6 October, 1989. 1 p. Photocopy. On networking with other countries.
5) "Samostatnost a financie: Hovoríme s námestníkom ministra financii, cien a miezd SR." (Independence and the economy: Interview with Deputy Minister of Finance, Marian Tkáč). Literámy Týzdenník, 4 May, 1990. 1 p.

Subfile 3.3. Ethnic relations.

213.14 1) "Čo se ve Svedectví o setkání Cechu a Slováku ve Frankenu asi nedocteme. Nový Proud. Obejník c. 56". Franconia, Germany, May, 1980. 2 p.. photocopy. Czechs and Slovaks approve creation of Slovak State.
4) "Letter to the Editor". In Československý týdeník, 24 May, 1990. Newspaper clippings. 2 items. 1) by John Hvasta President, Slovak American National Council, 2) by František Munk (Portland, Oregon). Nationalistic responses to previously published statements.


8) "The 'Voice of America' and Czecho-Slovakia". See Folder 212.14 1). Historical overview of injustices as perceived by Slovaks.


N.B. See also File 4 & Subfile 5.2.

SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).

FILE 4. THE JEWISH PEOPLE.

213.16 1) "Former Prime Minister Documents Israeli Subversion". The Wanderer, 4 June 1981, 4 leaves. Photocopies.


SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).
FILE 5. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH.

Subfile 5.1. General.


Subfile 5.2. Catholics, Slovak - Slovakia / Czechoslovakia.

3) Bishops of Slovakia. Letters. 2 out, 21 October, 1949, carbons. To priests re State/Church relations & interference of State in Church'activities. Poor condition.
4) "Death comes to an iron-curtain martyr". In Ligorian, February, 1975. Translated by Joseph Oppitz from Eroi o Traditori. 4 p. 2 sheets. Photocopy.
10) "Arcibiskup Jozef Tomko povýšený na kardinála". In Slovák V Amerike, May 1985. On elevation of Archbishop Tomko to the rank of Cardinal. Full issue of newspaper. *Item found after sequential numbering had been established.
11) "Arcibiskup Jozef Tomko prijal kardinálsku hodnosť". In Slovák V Amerike, June 1985. Full page of newspaper. *Item found after sequential numbering had been established.
12) Joseph Kováč, S.J.. Letters. 2 in, Easter, 1990, tls; re request for religious books to be sent to Slovakia after fall of communist regime.
15) "Usnesenie Ustredného akčného výboru NF-KSC v Prahe, o postoji ku katolíckej cirkvi". (Restrictions imposed on the Catholic Church in Czechoslovakia). n.s., n.d. 1 p. Copy of typewritten manuscript.
16) "Zastavia nás za šírenie fašizmu?". (Will they arrest us for the propagation of facism?). By Andrej Javorský. n.s., n.d. Photocopy of newspaper clipping.
17) "Pošpinená čest' Andreja Hlinku: Protest Klubu poslancov KDH vo Federálnom zhromaždení". (Andrej Hlinka's image has been tarnished). n.s, n.d. Photocopy of newspaper clipping.

Subfile 5.3. Catholics, Slovak - United States and Canada.

4) "Bayside, 'The Lourdes of America': Message of our Lady and our Lord to Veronica Lueken". In Roses, Bayside, N.Y., 1 February, 1978. 1 sheet. 41 x 28 cm.
5) "Ecumenical Services. Third Slovak Heritage Festival of New Jersey. Garden State Arts Center, Holmdel, N.J., Saturday, May 27, 1978, 11:00 a.m.". Hymns in Slovak. 1 sheet. 27.5 x 21 cm.
7) Jenco, Lawrence Martin, Father, o.m.s., 1934- .
9) "What is Pro Fratribus - U.S.A". Cochiti Lake, New Mexico, (1983). 5 publicity items. See also Library catalogue for Pro Fratribus - U.S.A. Newsletter.
13) Slovak Catholic Federation. Sdruženie Slovenských Katolíkov. (Solon, Ohio), n.d. Information pamphlet. Folded. 21.5 x 9 cm. With membership application form. 1 sheet. 21 x 13.5 cm.

Subfile 5.4. Catholics, Slovak - Germany.


Subfile 5.5. Catholics, Slovak - Yugoslavia.


Subfile 5.6. Catholics, Slovak - Italy.

213.22 -"Msgr. Dominik Hrušovský novým slovenským biskupom". (Msgr. Dominik Hrušovský new Slovak bishop). By Imrich Krúliak. Slovák V Amerike, 1

Subfile 5.7. Catholics - Hungary.


3) The Ukrainian Orthodox Question in the URSS. By Frank E. Sysyn. Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard University Ukrainian Studies Fund, n.d. 16 p. 22.5 x 10 cm. Part of Series Millennium of Christianity in Rus'-Ukraine.

Subfile 5.8. Popes.


Subfile 5.9. Catholics & The World Council of Churches.


SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).

FILE 6. THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH OF CANADA.


SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).

FILE 7. ARTS AND LITERATURE.

N.B. See also Series I for material on/by various authors & artists.

Subfile 7.2. Slovak Literature, Poetry, Historical Writings: Analyses, Comments, Book Reviews, etc.


4) Nationalism in the URSS & Eastern Europe in the era of Brezhnev & Kosygin. George W. Simmonds, ed. Detroit, Michigan, University of Detroit Press, 1977. Publicity pamphlet & order form. 27.5 x 21.5 cm. 1 sheet.


9) "Študie O Prenikani Marxizmu Na Slovensko". (Study of the Marxist influence in Slovakia (especially on history and philosophy). By Ján Mlynárik. n.s., n.d. (possibly from Obrys (?)). 1 p. Photocopy.


14) "Poznámky". Footnotes to unidentified article. n.s, n.d. 1 p.

**BOX 214**

**Subfile 7.3. Authors, Slovak.**


8) Okál, Ján. "Janko Okál so svojou poezíou". Program for poetry reading event to be held 4 May, 1986, Windsor, Ontario. Pamphlet. 21.5 x 12 cm.


12) Stur, Ludovit. Correspondence, Dr. Staško: 1 in, 1976, tls., with 2 attach. of biographical information.

Subfile 7.4. Graphic Arts, Slovak.

2) "Slovak Graphic Arts: from medieval times to present days". Announcement of lecture by Dr. Joseph G. Cincík, art historian, artist, and author, 18 October, 1973, Cleveland, Ohio. 1 sheet. 27.5 x 21.5 cm.


Subfile 7.6. Painters, Slovak.


Subfile 7.7. Operas, Czech/Slovak.

214.5 1) "Krutáva", by Eugen Suchon (1908- ), and "Rigoletto", by Giuseppe Verdi. By The Opera Company of Greater Lansing, Inc. Lansing, Michigan. 1978-79 program. 45 p. 28 x 21 cm. Program autographed by Eugen Suchon.

**Subfile 7.8. Musicians, Slovak.**

3) Slovak Chamber Orchestra. - *Slovak Chamber Orchestra*. Publicity brochure. Bratislava, n.d. Colour. 20 x 20 cm. Contains history of orchestra; portrait of its director, Bohdan Warchal; notes on and pictures of its musicians; press review of its works; a discography. - Program of concert given by the Slovak Chamber Orchestra, 1 October, 1986, as part of the Metropolitan Museum Concerts, New York, N.Y. 22.5 x 15 cm. With accompanying notes on pieces performed. 2 sheets. 27.5 x 21 cm. - See also subfile 7.7.

**Subfile 7.9. Folk Culture, Slovak.**

214.7 1) "Survey of Traditional Slovak Folk Culture". By Dr. Maria Kosová. Public lecture. Cleveland, Ohio, 26 September, 1973. Announcement pamphlet with biographical notes. 15 x 21.5 cm.
2) "The function of Slovak Folk Culture among the Slavic Nations". By Dr. Maria Kosová. Public lecture. Detroit, Michigan, 5 October, 1973. Announcement pamphlet. 20 x 13.5 cm.

**Subfile 7.10. Journalists, Slovak.**

214.8 1 item.

**Subfile 7.11. Woodworking, Czech/Slovak.**

214.9 2 items.

**Subfile 7.12. Information sources (collections).**

214.10 2 items.
SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).
FILE 8. AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL.

214.11 1 item.

SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).
FILE 9. INTERNATIONAL FINANCE - Political aspects.

214.12 4 items.

SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).
FILE 10. INTERNATIONAL PEACE, DISARMEMENT, SELF-RULE.

214.13 2 items.

SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).
FILE 11. UKRAINE.

214.14 2 items.
See also Series V, File 5.

SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).
FILE 12. AMERICAN HISTORY & LIFE.


214.15 Documents in this subfile are of two types:
2) 4 programs of events and activities, 2 announcement flyers for commemorative items (medals, miniature reproductions), 1 postcard, 1 bumper sticker, 1 protest demonstration flyer, 1 "Bicentennial Almanac" sheet.

214.16 1) Catalogue of commemorative collection items by the International Aerospace Hall of Fame. Cheyenne, Wyoming, 1977. 8 p. 21.5 x 13.5 cm.

**Subfile 12.3. National Thanksgiving Day Proclamation.**


**Subfile 12.4. Miscellaneous.**

3) Short handwritten list of professors and institutes in the U.S.A. n.s, n.d. Photocopy. 1 sheet.
4) "Russia or the Soviet Union?" Harvard University. Ukrainian Studies Fund, Cambridge, Massachusetts. n.d. Folded brochure. 21 x 8.5 cm.
7) Federal Hall National Memorial. 2 flyers.

214.19 Notes accompanying photographs
FILE 12. KRUŽLIAK, IMRICH, 1914-


214.22 • Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondence, invitation to a Koloman Sokol art exhibit, poems and other material, 1948, 1979, 1984-1985, 1988-1999, 2001 (3 of 4)


BOX 1660

1660.1 Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondence, article on Eugen Loebl [Löbl]'s 80th birthday, photocopies of press clippings and other material, 1986-1988 (1 of 2)

1660.2 Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondence, article on Eugen Loebl [Löbl]'s 80th birthday, photocopies of press clippings and other material, 1986-1988 (2 of 2)

1660.3 Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondence, pamphlet “Folk Dance Festival”, program of the Slavic Heritage Week and other material, 1977, 1979, 1983-1986 (1 of 2)

1660.4 Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondance, pamphlet “Folk Dance Festival”, program of the Slavic Heritage Week and other material, 1977, 1979, 1983-1986 (2 of 2)

1660.5 Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondance, a poem by Mikulaš Šprinc, photocopies of press clippings and other material, 1981-1982
1660.6  Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondence, list of publications from Slovak World Congress, texts and other material, 1966, 1978-1981

1660.7  Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondence, texts and Ohio State’s Certificate of Distinction for Joseph Utrata, 1980

1660.8  Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondence, texts and book reviews, 1977, 1979

1660.9  Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondence, a declaration, transcript of a Radio Free Europe (RFE) program and other material, 1978, 1981


1660.11  Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondence, photocopy of a photograph, texts, notes and other material, 1961-1974 (1 of 3)

1660.12  Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondence, photocopy of a photograph, texts, notes and other material, 1961-1974 (2 of 3)

1660.13  Kružliak, Imrich (1914-) : correspondence, photocopy of a photograph, texts, notes and other material, 1961-1974 (3 of 3)

UNPROCESSED MATERIAL FROM DONATION (ACQ. # 2013-3)

BOX 1661

[OLD BOX 1/9]

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Emanuel Bohm, Method Balco, Stefan Blasko, Andrej Cincura, Cerhely (Horizont), Stefan Chomistek, Msgr. Kapala, Kojis Opas, Jozef Pauco, Mikulas Sprinc, Fedor Thurzo and Feda Thurzova, Vacval, Michael Novak, Parcan, Reguli, Sciranka, Suchy, Tomko, Tacobsky and Frantisek Virsik (1 of 7)

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Emanuel Bohm, Method Balco, Stefan Blasko, Andrej Cincura, Cerhely (Horizont), Stefan Chomistek, Msgr. Kapala, Kojis Opas, Jozef Pauco, Mikulas Sprinc, Fedor Thurzo and Feda Thurzova, Michael Novak, Parcan, Reguli, Sciranka, Suchy, Tomko, Tacobsky and Frantisek Virsik (2 of 7)

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Emanuel Bohm, Method Balco, Stefan Blasko, Andrej Cincura, Cerhely (Horizont), Stefan Chomistek, Msgr. Kapala, Kojis Opas, Jozef Pauco, Mikulas Sprinc, Fedor Thurzo and
Feda Thurzova, Michael Novak, Parca, Reguli, Sciranka, Suchy, Tomko, Tavovsky and Frantisek Virsik (3 of 7)

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Emanuel Bohm, Method Balco, Stefan Blasko, Andrej Cincura, Cerhely (Horizont), Stefan Chomistek, Msgr. Kapala, Kojis Opas, Jozef Pauco, Mikulas Sprinc, Fedor Thurzo and Feda Thurzova, Michael Novak, Parca, Reguli, Sciranka, Suchy, Tomko, Tarvosky and Frantisek Virsik (4 of 7)

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Emanuel Bohm, Method Balco, Stefan Blasko, Andrej Cincura, Cerhely (Horizont), Stefan Chomistek, Msgr. Kapala, Kojis Opas, Jozef Pauco, Mikulas Sprinc, Fedor Thurzo and Feda Thurzova, Michael Novak, Parca, Reguli, Sciranka, Suchy, Tomko, Tarvosky and Frantisek Virsik (5 of 7)

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Emanuel Bohm, Method Balco, Stefan Blasko, Andrej Cincura, Cerhely (Horizont), Stefan Chomistek, Msgr. Kapala, Kojis Opas, Jozef Pauco, Mikulas Sprinc, Fedor Thurzo and Feda Thurzova, Michael Novak, Parca, Reguli, Sciranka, Suchy, Tomko, Tarvosky and Frantisek Virsik (6 of 7)

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Emanuel Bohm, Method Balco, Stefan Blasko, Andrej Cincura, Cerhely (Horizont), Stefan Chomistek, Msgr. Kapala, Kojis Opas, Jozef Pauco, Mikulas Sprinc, Fedor Thurzo and Feda Thurzova, Michael Novak, Parca, Reguli, Sciranka, Suchy, Tomko, Tarvosky and Frantisek Virsik (7 of 7)

[OLD BOX 2/9]

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Ambrus, Martin Culen, Bujna, Doransky, Grantner, Jan Kempny, Viktor Mamatey, Stefan Polakovic, Andrej Potocky, Sturz, Tuleja and Uhrik (1 of 6)

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Ambrus, Martin Culen, Bujna, Doransky, Grantner, Jan Kempny, Viktor Mamatey, Stefan Polakovic, Andrej Potocky, Sturz, Tuleja and Uhrik (2 of 6)

BOX 1662

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Ambrus, Martin Culen, Bujna, Doransky, Grantner, Jan Kempny, Viktor Mamatey, Stefan Polakovic, Andrej Potocky, Sturz, Tuleja and Uhrik (3 of 6)

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Ambrus,
[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Ambrus, Martin Culen, Bujna, Doransky, Grantner, Jan Kempny, Viktor Mamatey, Stefan Polakovic, Andrej Potocky, Sturz, Tuleja and Uhrik (5 of 6)

[Loose material] comprising of correspondence and other material to/from Ambrus, Martin Culen, Bujna, Doransky, Grantner, Jan Kempny, Viktor Mamatey, Stefan Polakovic, Andrej Potocky, Sturz, Tuleja and Uhrik (6 of 6)

[OLD BOX 3/9]

Zmenené úlohy emigrácie by Staško

Misc. + Foto

Č-SSR 1968-69 Prague Spring (1 of 3)
Č-SSR 1968-69 Prague Spring (2 of 3)

BOX 1663

Č-SSR 1968-69 Prague Spring (3 of 3)

[OLD BOX 4/9]

Dilong-Staško korešpondencia (1 of 4)
Dilong-Staško korešpondencia (2 of 4)
Dilong-Staško korešpondencia (3 of 4)
Dilong-Staško korešpondencia (4 of 4)

Envelope: Pomreb Jana Okal

Petrak

Bazovsky Murgaš

Envelope: [plk?] Imrich Václav [favidopis a Spomienky un SNP?]
Durčansky/Chudoba

[Loose material]

Misc.

Ernest Žatko-Bor

Winter/Mlynarik

Šubik

Envelope: Štefan Osusky

Dr. Pavlo Ludovit

Lojek (Súd [illigible] Tisu)

Loebl

**BOX 1664**

Löbl

Hlinka

Grébert

K. Čulen: V zajati Falosnych Legiend

Osusky, Štefan

Cincik

Bazovsky

Braxator

[Loose material]

**BOX 1665**
[OLD BOX 5/9]

Žaloby a ponosy slovákov v uhorsku: na protizákonné prechmaty madarov
Statistische madjarisierung
[Loose material]
Hungarians in Czechoslovakia today
[Loose material]
Madari
Kvetko M. Dr.
[Loose material]
Hungary-Slovaks
Madari
[Loose material]

[OLD BOX 6/9]

Envelope: Jergova Agneška – Korešpodencia
La Slovaquie: la vérité sur son histoire
L'enseignement aux États-Unis
The Georgetown Journal of Languages & Linguistics
[Loose material]
Renée
Mikuš

[OLD BOX 7/9]
Slovaks in the USA Staško

[Loose material]

**BOX 1666**

Bonum Opus – 20-23 marca 1980 Franken

Člansky articles by JS

Member UN ustava sr 1992

[Untitled]

[Untitled]

[Untitled]

[Loose material]

Fort de Brescou

[Loose material]

The Slovakian

[Loose material]

La Slovacchia

Philosophy of History of the Slovak Nation

The National Question in Communist Theory and Practice

The International Aspects of the Slovak Question

Academia Istropolitana

“Czechoslovakism" versus Americanism

The Slovaks and the Czechs

[Untitled]

[OLD BOX 9/9]
Presav pre Romana GZ 1987 (cassette)

TV Sciranka – Demko Stasko Dec. 1 '78 (cassette)

Rozhlasovi [preduške?] J. Staško. Štofánílovi pre Bridgeport Radio 5/80 (cassette)

Staško Jozef or Stasko Joseph

Microfilm : Records of the Dept. of State Relating to Internal Affairs of Czech, 1910-1944 (fiche) + 1 box of film (originally in old box 4/9) (Taken from old box 4/9)

SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)

Subfile 2.6. Background materials.

BOX HF-3

HF3.5 Pen drawing of 17th(?) century map of Pozsony Pressburg, i.e. Bratislava). Copy. See Folder 199.30.

SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)

Subfile 3.1. Correspondence.

HF3.6 1 large homemade card with drawings, poems & signatures from many friends.

SERIES V. PABERKY (MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS).
FILE 5. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. (CON’T)

Subfile 5.2. Catholics, Slovak - Slovakia / Czechoslovakia.

LIST OF BOOKS, NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS
Ask these publications by their respective call number.

SERIES II. PREDMETNY MATERIÁL. (IMPORTANT MATERIAL).
FILE 5. KNIHY (BOOKS).

Subfile 5.1. Rare Books: General.

Concio pro encaeniis in patrocinio ss. Petri & Pauli. S.l. : s.n. , 1778. 627 p. ; 18 cm. BR 62 .C66 1778

Fructus maturi, to jest : zrelé ovocá slova božého z domácého sadu skrze duchovného hospodára / [zebrané od W. Otca Gazda Adalberta]. [V Trnave] : s.n. , 1796. 338 p. ; 18 cm. BX 2125 .S55 F7 1796

Jadro nábožných výlevov : kniha modlitebná pre každého katolického krest'ana s katolickým spevníkom / spísal Ondrej Radlinský. Vo Viedni : Ondrej Radlinský, 1885. 368 p. ; 17 cm. BX 2125 .S6 R3 1885


Jadro nábožných výlevov : kniha modlitebná pre každého katolického krest'ana s katolickým spevníkom / spísal Dr. Ondrej Radlinský. Vo Viedni : Dr. Ondrej Radlinský, 1867. 368 p. ; 17 cm. BX 2125 .S6 R3 1867


Nová kniha zpěvů křesťanských s připojeným Řádem evangelickým církví urgšpurského vyznání v Království Českém / sepsaná a vydaná od Štěpána Lešky. V Praze : vytištěná písem hrabovských dědiců za Matěje Štastného, 1796. 348, 12, 70 p. ; 18 cm. BX 2125 .C9 L4 1796

Piesne. S.l. : s.n. , 1700? 270 p. ; 19 cm. M 2132 .S3 P54 1700


Subfile 5.2. Rare Books: Prayer Books.

Romá Kniha Zpevu Krestanských, s pripogeným Rzádem Evangelickým... JB Praze, 1796. 348 p. (+ various paging). Damaged by water and dirt. Very poor condition.

Fructus Maturi, to geft: Brelé Dmocá Gloma bo ého... Tomus I. Pars II. 1796. Incomplete, 338+. Cover missing. Poor condition.

Fadro Nábo ných Mýlemom. Dr. Ondrej Radlinský. Wo Wiedni, 1867. XIV, 368 p. Fair condition.


"Piesne". (Taken from first available page). No title page. s.l., n.d. 3-270 p. (pages missing). Poor condition.
"Concio pro Encaeniis in Patrocinio SS Petri, & Pauli AA".  (Taken from first available page).  s.l., n.d. 627 (+7) p.  Front cover and title page missing.  Poor condition.

SERIES III.  NOVINY A ĽASOPISY. (NEWSPAPERS & PERIODICALS).
FILE A. GENERAL INTEREST PERIODICALS HOLDINGS


A New America: Newsletter of EMPAC. See EMPAC!


Our Trends. See Naše Snahy.


Slovak V Amerike. (The Oldest Slovak Newspaper in America). Middletown, Pennsylvania. Weekly. Below is a list of issues donated by Dr. Staško to the Archives and Special Collections. In order to complete our periodical collections this material was physically integrated with other issues of the same periodical. See Library catalogue under call number E 184 .S64 S59. Vol. LXXX, nos 9342, 9352, 9354 (1970); vol. LXXXV, nos 9626-9634 (1975); vol. LXXXVIII, nos 9742, 9748 (1978); vol. LXXXIX, 9831 (1979); vol. XCVII, no. 9976 (1986); vol. XCIX, nos 10,000,10,005 (1988); vol. C, no. 10,018 (1989).


**SERIES III. NOVINY A ŠASOPISY. (NEWSPAPERS & PERIODICALS).**

**FILE B. RELIGIOUS PERIODICALS HOLDINGS.**


SERIES III. NOVINY A ÚSOPISY. (NEWSPAPERS & PERIODICALS).
FILE C. Literary Periodicals.

writings by other Slovak authors. Cover of each issue of Vol. II consists of an original watercolour painting, most of them signed by Oravský.

JOSEPH STAŠKO FONDS

X20-2

Graphic Material - Photographs

SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)

Subfile 1.3. General Dr. Milan R. Štefánik Award, 1986.

Pictures of group and performers' at the General Dr. Milan R. Štefánik Award Ceremony, New York (U.S.) / . 27 April 1986. – 6 photographs : b&w ; 12.5 x 9 cm and 15 x 10 cm. - Note on back of one of the photo: Slob. Tribuna-Krupa. – Handwritten notes describing the photos included in folder. – Originally in folder 199.6.

SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)

Subfile 2.5. Sketches, drawings, etc.

P-X20-2-7, P-X20-2-8, P-X20-2-9, P-X20-2-10
Pictures of Joseph Cincík’s sculptures of the Stations of the Cross (probably on the grounds or in the chapel of the motherhouse of the Sisters of Sts. Cyril and Methodius in Danville, PA.). / . [before 1992]. – 4 photographs : b&w ; 9.5 x 12.5 cm. – Note on back of photos: Stamp with Cincík’s name and address. – Handwritten notes describing the photos included. – Originally in folder 199.29.

P-X20-2-11, P-X20-2-12
Picture of a statue of Major Polerecký by Joseph Cincík /. [before 1992]. – 2 photographs (proofs) : b&w ; 6.25 x 5.5 cm. – Photos are connected to each other. – Handwritten notes describing the photos included. – Originally in folder 199.29.
**Subfile 2.8. Photographs.** Some photographs have annotations at the back giving date, place, name of subjects, occasion. Most bear no identification of photographer. Most items are of the home-style type.

**P-X20-2-13**
Joseph Cincík posing with a nun in front of a religious statue / C. A. Blahusch. 1989. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 17 x 25.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: 1989. – Stamp on back of photo: Credit Photo: C.A. Blahusch. – Title based on image.

**P-X20-2-14**
Joseph Cincík and an unknown woman showing various books about Saints Cyril and Methodius to the camera / C. A. Blahusch. 1989. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 25.5 x 17 cm. – Note on back of photo: 1989. – Stamp on back of photo: Credit Photo: C.A. Blahusch. – Title based on image.

**P-X20-2-15**
Portrait of Joseph Cincík holding paint brushes / C. A. Blahusch. 1989. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 17 x 25.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: 1989. – Stamp on back of photo: Credit Photo: C.A. Blahusch. – Title based on image.

**P-X20-2-16**
Profile view of Joseph Cincík drawing pictures of saints / C. A. Blahusch. 1989. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 17 x 25.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: 1989. – Stamp on back of photo: Credit Photo: C.A. Blahusch. – Title based on image.

**P-X20-2-17**
Joseph Cincík with a nun pointing at a sculpture of the 12th Station of the Cross / C. A. Blahusch. 1989. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 17 x 25.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: 1989. – Stamp on back of photo: Credit Photo: C.A. Blahusch. – Title based on image.

**P-X20-2-18**
Joseph Cincík with a nun pointing at a sculpture of the 13th Station of the Cross / C. A. Blahusch. 1989. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 25.5 x 17 cm. – Note on back of photo: 1989. – Stamp on back of photo: Credit Photo: C.A. Blahusch. – Title based on image.

**P-X20-2-19**
Joseph Cincík showing a drawing of a kneeled woman in front of a monument / C. A. Blahusch. 1989. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 25.5 x 17 cm. – Note on back of photo: 1989. – Stamp on back of photo: Credit Photo: C.A. Blahusch. – Title based on image.

**PC-X20-2-20**
Joseph Cincík sitting on a couch with an unidentified man /. 1981. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: Jan 81. – Title based on image. See also: PC-X20-2-21.
PC-X20-2-21
Joseph Cincík standing in front of beach with an unidentified man /. 1981. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: Jan 81. – Title based on image. See also: PC-X20-2-20.

PC-X20-2-22
Joseph Cincík sitting on a couch with an unidentified man /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-23
Joseph Cincík in front of a fence with two unidentified men /. 1977. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note: The photo is a postcard. – Note on back of photo: Dec., 1977. – Title based on image. See also: PC-X20-2-46.

PC-X20-2-24
Picture of a drawing of Joseph Cincík by an unknown artist /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 9 x 11 cm. – Note: Polaroid picture. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-25
Cincík at dinner table with three unidentified individuals /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-26
Cincík sitting on a couch /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-27
Cincík standing outside in front of a black car with unidentified woman /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note attached to the photo was removed and added to file 214.19. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-28
Cincík sitting with unidentified woman surrounded by paintings /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 13 x 9 cm. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-29
Cincík posing in front of a bookshelf /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 6 x 9 cm. – Title based on image.

Portrait of Cincík in a photo booth /. [before 1992]. – 4 photographs : b&w ; 4 x 5 cm. – Note: The first two pictures and the last two pictures are attached together. – Title based on image and format.

P-X20-2-34
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Portrait Cincík’s in his 20s or 30s [most likely part of as an ID card] /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 4.5 x 5 cm. – Note: Seal on the picture reads: Carte d’. – Note on back of photo is undecipherable. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-35
Portrait of Cincík in a photo booth, wearing a bow tie /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 4 x 5 cm. – Title based on image and format.

P-X20-2-36
Cincík in his [30s] accompanied by two unidentified men /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 8 x 11.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: [Zikmmmid Csicsewy J.G. Cincik] [prost?ied?]. – Stamp on back of photo: 329 Quality Custom Enlarging. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-37
Cincík on a couch discussing with an unidentified man /. 1976. – 1 photograph : col. ; 9 x 8.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: Maj 1976. – Stamp on back of photo: Print made by Kodak AUG 76. – Title based on image.

Cincik and various unidentified men, women and children in front of a house in Cambridge (Ontario) /. 6 August 1982. – 2 photographs : col. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note on back of PC-X20-2-39: Cambridge, Ont. 6 aug. 1982. – Title based on images.

P-X20-2-41
Cincík on a boat with an unidentified woman /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-42
Cincík on a quay with two unidentified men /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 7 x 10 cm. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-43
Group picture including Cincík at a formal event /. 1940. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 11 x 11 cm. – Notes on back of photo: Many information including the year and names of people on the picture. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-44
Cincík outside surrounded by family members, with a bus in the background /. [194?]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 18 x 13 cm. – Note on back of photo: Information and names of people on the picture. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-45
Cincík at a barbecue with two unidentified men / August 1976. – 1 photograph : col. ; 9 x 8.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: V maji 1976. – Stamp on back of photo: Print made by Kodak AUG 76. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-46
Cincík reading the newspaper in a living room with unidentified man / 1977. – 1 photograph : col. ; 11 x 9 cm. – Stamp on back of photo: Post-a-photo by Kodak, Dec. 1977. – Title based on image. See also: PC-X20-2-23.

PC-X20-2-47, PC-X20-2-48
Mrs Utrata, Dr. Joseph Cincík and Dr Joseph Utrata M.D. on Boynton Beach/Sandy Beach, Florida (U.S.A.) / February 1977. – 2 photographs : col. ; 7 x 9 cm & 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: information on people, location and date. – Title based on image and information on back of photo.

PC-X20-2-49
Cincík reading the book *Starting to Paint Portraits* / 1976. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Stamp on back of photo: Post-a-photo by Kodak, Jan. 1976. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-50
Cincík outside surrounded by four unidentified people / 1978. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: Boynton Fla., marso 1978. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-51
Cincík standing in front of a big tree with two unidentified men / 1977. – 1 photograph : col. ; 9 x 11 cm. – Note on back of photo: Dec. 77 Séjour de nov. 77 au “Paradis Retrouvé”. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-52
Cincík sitting on a couch with J.J. Komis and Man[zslha] Ruth in Delaray Beach, Florida (U.S.A.) / Capt. F. Hruška. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: Marso 1950; Delaray Beach, FLA. & names of the people in the photo. – Title based on image and information on back of photo.

PC-X20-2-53
Four unidentified people sitting in a living room with Cincík in the far back / [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note: See P-X20-2-55 for possible identification of the four people. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-54
Cincík talking with unidentified man / [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 15 x 10 cm. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-55
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Capt. Hruška and family with Cincík in Boynton Beach, Florida (U.S.A.) / 1978. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: same as title. – Title based on note on back of photo.

P-X20-2-56
Cincík sitting at a table / [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 9 x 13 cm. – Title based on image.

Cincík, Utrata, Mikuš and families in Boynton Beach, Florida (U.S.A.) / 1982. – 4 photographs : col. ; 13 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photos: Names, location and date. – Note: Despite the fact that there are two different dates (January and February 1982), the composition of the pictures indicates that they were taken at the same event. – Title based on notes.

PC-X20-2-61, PC-X20-2-62

* The following photographs are of Cincík's friends and family.

PC-X20-2-63
Unidentified man on a quay in front of a boat named Thunder / [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 9 x 9 cm. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-64
Seven unidentified people in front of palm trees / [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 8.5 cm. – See also: PC-X20-2-65, PC-X20-2-80 and P-X20-2-87. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-65
Four unidentified people on a dirt road / [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 8.5 cm. – See also: PC-X20-2-64, PC-X20-2-80 and P-X20-2-87. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-66
Unidentified man and woman posing outside / 1976. – 1 photograph : col. 9 x 6 cm. – Stamp on back of photo: Oct 1976. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-67
Sigmund [Csicvery] in his military uniform / [before 1963]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 6.5 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: † [deceased] 1963 in Cleveland, O. – Title based on image and note.

PC-X20-2-68
Christmas greeting photo card signed Joe & Mary / [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 17.5 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: text in Slovak including word “USSR” and signed Jozef. – Title based on image and notes.

PC-X20-2-69
Religious sculpture representing the hotel having no room available for Mary and Joseph / [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-70
Unidentified man and woman sitting at a dinner table / 1985. – 1 photograph : col. ; 11 x 9 cm. – Date on front of photo: OCT 85. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-71
Two unidentified men standing with an unidentified woman / 1986. – 1 photograph : col. ; 11 x 9 cm. – Date on front of photo: ENE 86. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-72
Priest holding a chalice as part of a ceremony taking place in a private home / [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 11 x 9 cm. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-73
Unidentified individuals / [1990]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 15 x 10 cm. – Note on back of photo: Undecipherable information and drawing of a Christmas tree with gifts. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-74
Picture of a beach with Slovak flag in Argentina / – 1 photograph : col. ; 15 x 10 cm. – Note on back of photo: Undecipherable information, including Cincik’s name. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-75
Ana Cincik posing under an American flag on a terrace by a pool and water, in Argentina / 1990. – 1 photograph : col. ; 16 x 10 cm. – Title based on image. See also PC-X20-2-61, PC-X20-2-62, PC-X20-2-76 and PC-X20-2-77.

PC-X20-2-76

PC-X20-2-77
PC-X20-2-78
Wedding picture of two unidentified people [Ozemil and Laura] / 15 March 1990. – 1 photograph: col.; 12.5 x 18 cm. – Note on back of photo: Text written on 15 de Marzo 1990 and signed by [Aminka]. – Note: The note on back of photo provides additional information. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-79

PC-X20-2-80
Family in a living room standing in front of a small tree / [before 1992]. 1 photograph: col.; 8.5 x 12.5 cm. – Note: Photo seems to have been taken around Christmas time. See also PC-X20-2-64, PC-X20-2-65 and P-X20-2-87. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-81
Four children (Ma[k]tila, Michal, Peter, Pavel) in front of a Christmas tree / 1979. – 1 photograph: col.; 12.5 x 8.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: [Metra Vianoce] 1979, Ma[k]tila, Michal, Peter, Pavel Para ujo joe. Geraldini’s, Argentina. – Title based on image and note.

PC-X20-2-82
Two unidentified men standing in front of a metal oven or a furnace / 1979. – 1 photograph: col.; 8.5 x 12.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: Los Condores, 16/10/79, V priz [deu] produ[cec] vo fuudicion “Furnak-s.a.” Ja a stauro pred [vecon]. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-83

PC-X20-2-84
Joseph Utrata’s house with a red roof in Lake White, Waverly, Ohio (U.S.A.) / August 1979. – 1 photograph: col.; 13 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: Name, Address and Phone Number of Dr. Utrata, AUG 1979. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-85
Unidentified man and woman standing in a living room / April 1980. – 1 photograph: col.; 8.5 x 12.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: Undecipherable, San [Mateo], CA, 1980. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-86
Photo-collage of five unidentified children /. February 1977. – 1 photograph : col. ; 6 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: Undecipherable, FEB 1977. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-87

PC-X20-2-88
Portrait of Martin Andrew Hruska wearing a bow tie /. 1982. – 1 photograph : col. ; 5.5 x 9.5 cm – Title based on image and note on back of photo.

PC-X20-2-89
Ana Cincík and an unidentified man in the parking lot of a [motel], in Argentina /. 1990. – 1 photograph : col. ; 16 x 10 cm. See also: PC-X20-2-61, PC-X20-2-62, PC-X20-2-75, PC-X20-2-76 and PC-X20-2-77. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-90
Profile shot of two unidentified individuals /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 9 x 11 cm. – Polaroid format. – Title based on image.

PC-X20-2-91
Eight young individuals posing in a living room /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12 x 9.5 cm. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-92
Portrait of an unidentified man wearing glasses /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 9.5 x 12 cm. – Title based on image.

* The following photographs are of Cincík’s parents.

P-X20-2-93
Gabriel Cincík at 86 years old, in front of a gated property in [Lucenec] (Slovakia) /. April 1965. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 9.5 x 6.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: Father: Gabriel Cincík, 86 year old, April 1965 in [Lucenec] (Slovakia). See also: P-X20-2-94 – Title based on image and note.

P-X20-2-94
Gabriel Cincíkat 86 years old, standing in a cemetery in front of stone marked [?] Cincík in [Lucenec] (Slovakia) /. April 1965. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 9.5 x 6.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: Father: Gabriel Cincík, 86 year old, April 1965 in [Lucenec] (Slovakia). See also P-X20-2-93 – Title based on image and note.

P-X20-2-95

P-X20-2-96

P-X20-2-97
Matka and Gabriel Cincík in front of a [stable] in [Lucenec] (Slovakia) /. 17 November 1963. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 9.5 x 6.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: 17 november 1963. See also: P-X20-2-95, P-X20-2-98 and P-X20-2-102. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-98
Matka and Gabriel Cincik with two unidentified individuals in front of a gated property in [Lucenec] (Slovakia) /. 17 November 1963. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 9.5 x 6.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: 17 november 1963. See also: P-X20-2-95, P-X20-2-97 and P-X20-2-102. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-99
Gabriel Cincík outside in Slovakia/. 25 October 1968. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 9 x 12.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: Photo of Gabriel Cincik, retired teacher & superintend of schools in Slovakia, 90 years of age, Father of Dr. Jos. G. Cincik (from Bedford, Ohio). – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-100
Portrait of Matka Cincíka, mother of Joseph G. Cincík / Weisz Hugo. 1905. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 7.5 x 10.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: Matka Dr. J.G. Cincika, Jolana foto Zr 1905 ako nevesta v Arade (Aradska) Stato Matka: Matka-Matky: M. Bakosova 20 Slovian (Turiec). – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-101
Gabriel Cincik in a hospital bed and an unidentified women and a nurse, in [Boctnice] Nitra County (Slovakia) /. 1969. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 13 x 9 cm. – Note on back: June 1969, 91 year-old (Died in 1970) and other undecipherable notes. – Title based on image and notes.

P-X20-2-102
Gabriel Cincik /. 17 November 1963. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 8.5 x 6.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: Father of Joseph G. Cincik on November 17, 1963. See also: P-X20-2-95, P-X20-2-97 and P-X20-2-98. – Title based on image.
P-X20-2-103
Portrait of Gabriel Cincík / A. Hornik Foto. 1938. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 10.5 x 14.5 cm. – Note: More information on back of photo P-X20-2-105, which is the same. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-104
Portrait of Gabriel Cincík / A. Hornik Foto. [1941]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 10.5 x 14.5 cm. – Note: v.r. 1941 (62 year old) Compaire [sic] with the photo from 1961 (after 20 years of suffering etc.) See photos up to 1970 when he died in Handlova (near Bojnice) Slovakia, and was buried in Lucenec. – Title based on image.

P-X20-2-105
Portrait of Gabriel Cincík / A. Hornik Foto. 1938. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 10.5 x 14.5 cm. – Note on back of photo: Na obrazky je Gabriel Cincík Spravca ucitel, foto ZR 1938, (Rodak z klastera pod Znievom) Slovakia, otec Dr. Jozefa G Cincika (marodeneka 8 marca 1909 v Clopoda-timis Romania). – Note: Same image as P-X20-2-103. – Note: This photograph was in frame O-X20-2-8 and a photocopy of the back of the frame was added to file 214.19. – Title based on image.

SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)

Subfile 3.1. Correspondence.

P-X20-2-106
Unidentified man and woman walking (M.G. a M.G.) /. [between 1945 and 1955]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 12.5 x 15 cm. – Note on back of photo: M.G. a M.G. / Po piatom navrate – zo zajatia v Kazachtane 1945-55/. – Note from folder: Gacek, Mikuláš. – Title based on image. – Originally in folder 200.1.

P-X20-2-107
Milos and Martin Zorini [Šarvanci], as children, sitting on a wooden horse /. 1963. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 13 x 18 cm. – Note on back of photo: Milos a Martin Zorini sarvanci /12.VI.58 – 1.III.62/. – Note from folder: Gacek, Mikuláš. – Title based on image and note. – Originally in folder 200.1.

P-X20-2-108
[Kalen[?]ík or Murgaš] with crest "Freedom for Slovakia: The Heart and Key of Central Europe" /. 1963. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 9 x 13 cm. – Note: Detailed description on back of photo. – Note on folder: Kalen[?]ík, Rudolf. See also: P-X20-2-116. – Title based on image. – Originally in folder 200.9.

Five photographs of [Kaleník's artwork or Murgaš' artwork] / [1965]. – 5 photographs : 3 b&w and 2 col.; 11 x 15.5 cm to 23.5 x 17 cm. – Note: Description on back of photos. – Note on folder: Kaleník, Rudolf. See also: PC-X20-2-117, PC-X20-2-118, PC-X20-2-119 and PC-X20-2-120. – Title based on images. – Originally in folder 200.9.

P-X20-2-114
Portrait of L'udovit Kandra /. 1922. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 8 x 13 cm. – Note on back of photo: Ludo Kandra maturant B. Stiavnica 1922. – Title based on image. – Originally in folder 200.10.

P-X20-2-115
L'udovit Kandra standing in front of a car /. 1953. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 5.5 x 10 cm. – Note on back of photo: Ludo Kandra, na pohrebe kanola sidoro 1953. – Title based on image. – Originally in folder 200.10.

P-X20-2-116
[Murgaš or Kaleník] with crest "Slovakia the Heart of Europe" /. 1963. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 9 x 13 cm. – Note: Detailed description on back of photo. – Note on folder: Murgaš, Koloman. See also: P-X20-2-108. – Title based on image. – Originally in folder 200.21.


Subfile 3.4. Material relating to the organization "Unia Slovenských Kombatantov v Exile"

P-X20-2-121

SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)

Subfile 11.1. Section A: Literary Correspondence.

PC-X20-2-122
Langa and Ambrose (man & wife) /. [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : col.; 6 x 8.5 cm. – Title based on image. – Originally in folder 206.17.
Subfile 4.3. Slovak Historical Association of America.

P-X20-2-123
Karolína Hrivnáková (née Polerecká) with an unidentified man in front of a religious altar /, 5 June 1982. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 13 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: information. – Title based on image and note. – Originally in folder 212.4.

P-X20-2-124
Mary S Kozusko showing her fists in a humorous manner /, [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 9 x 12.5 cm. – Title based on image and folder. – Originally in folder 212.6.

P-X20-2-125
Portrait of Mary S Kozusko /, [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 12 x 17 cm. – Note on back of photo: [10B9]. – Title based on image and folder. – Originally in folder 212.6.

P-X20-2-126
Wedding of Agnes [Joboki] and Elias Andrea: Mrs. Anna Potocký and A. Potocký are posing around the newlyweds /, [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: names. – Title based on image and note. – Originally in folder 212.11.

P-X20-2-127
Potocký family /, [before 1992]. – 1 photograph : b&w ; 7 x 7 cm. – Note on edge of photo: Mrs Potocký, Carol, Tarry, Bovid, Annie, Mary, Mr Potocký. – Note on back of photo: No stene: obraz [srolce] P. Jeziso a P. Marie [mcalzi] obrazmi je [+]. Na si prvý vnukovia vnuky. – Title based on image and note. – Originally in folder 212.11.

PC-X20-2-128
Robert and Keven LaBelle wearing “Cookie Monster” pyjamas, Regina, Saskatchewan (Canada) /, [between 1974 and 1977]. – 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 9 cm. – Note on back of photo: Robert (1974) and Keven (1971) LaBelle in Regina, Sask. Vnukovia Mr, Mrs Potocký. – Note on folder: Potocký, Andrej. – Title based on image and note. – Originally in folder 212.11.
Pictures from a Nazi concentration camp / [ca. 1945]. – 4 photographs : b&w ; 15 x 10.5 cm. – Note: Postcard format. – Title based on image and folder. – Originally in folder 213.16.

**X20-2 JOSEPH STAŠKO FONDS**

**OBJECTS**

**SERIES I. OSOBNÝ MATERIÁL (PERSONAL PAPERS)**
**FILE 2. CINCÍK, JOSEPH G., 1909 - .**

Subfile 2.7. Sculptures, Engravings, Insigna, Medals.

**O-X20-2-1**

**O-X20-2-2**

**O-X20-2-3**

**O-X20-2-4**
Round insigna "Collegii Erielacensis Centrum Equitationis". Silk. Green on white. 10 cm in diam. In frame. 15 x 15 cm. Unsigned. n.d.

**O-X20-2-5, O-X20-2-6**
Two engraved & sculptured bronze medals:  
1) The American-Slovak crest. Unsigned. n.d. Glued to green velvet on a 10 x 12 cm canvas backing;  
2) "Et Zpribina Dux Slovácorum Nitriae Fundav". Unsigned. n.d. Glued on orange velvet on a 12 x 10 cm. backing.

Subfile 2.8.
O-X20-2-8
Frame for photograph P-X20-2-105 of Gabriel Cincík. Grey. 10.5 x 16 cm. Information at the back of the frame is photocopied in file 214.19.

SERIES II. PREDMETNY MATERIÁL. (IMPORTANT MATERIAL).
FILE 3. SPOLKOVÉ STANOVOY A ZÁPISNICE (BY-LAWS & MINUTES OF ASSOCIATIONS). SLOVAK WORLD CONGRESS (SKS).

O-X20-2-7
Plastic portfolio bearing SKS logo. Brown. With zipper. 39.5 x 27.5 cm.
CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-2 (formerly Item A.1)
MAIN ENTRY: Unknown
TITLE: Karol Belohlávek interviewed
LOCATION: Florida
DATE: [before 1992]
TECHNICAL REMARKS:
FORMAT: Audiocassette, 60 minutes
DURATION: 105:00 min
NO. OF ITEMS : 2
DESCRIPTION: Radio interview given by famous journalist Karol Belohlávek on his life and work
PARTICIPANTS: Karol Belohlávek, Unknown interviewer
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: Slovak
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Interview
SUBJECTS: Life, Work
NOTE: Linked to SR-X20-2-2

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-2 (formerly Item A.2)
MAIN ENTRY: Unknown
TITLE: Karol Belohlávek interviewed
LOCATION: Florida
DATE: [before 1992]
TECHNICAL REMARKS:
FORMAT: Audiocassette, 60 minutes
DURATION: 105:00 min
NO. OF ITEMS : 2
DESCRIPTION: Radio interview given by famous journalist Karol Belohlávek on his life and work
PARTICIPANTS: Karol Belohlávek, Unknown interviewer
ADDED ENTRIES:
SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)
FILE B. BÖHM, EMANUEL

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-3 (formerly Item B.1)
MAIN ENTRY: Unknown
TITLE: Slovak Participants in the American Revolutionary and Civil Wars
LOCATION: New York
DATE: 1957
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips.
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tape.
DURATION: 170:00 min
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: Public lecture on Slovak participants (such as Major Ján Ladislav Polerecký) in the American Revolutionary and Civil Wars
PARTICIPANTS: Emmanuel Böhm, Unknown Audience
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [English]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Public Lecture
SUBJECTS: Slovak Participation, American Revolutionary Wars, American Civil Wars
NOTE: Poor sound quality on questions from the audience

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)
FILE C. CINCÍK, JOSEPH

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-4 (formerly Item C.1)
MAIN ENTRY: Unknown
TITLE: The General DR. Milan R. Štefánik Award to Dr. Cincík
LOCATION: New York
DATE: 1969
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 7 1/2 ips.
FORMAT: 6" reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 270:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 6
DESCRIPTION: Recordings of the full Award Presentation ceremony, including introductions, addresses, musical program, recitations, acceptance speech, national anthems, etc.
PARTICIPANTS: Dr. Cincík, Unknown Participants
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: Unknown
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
SUBJECTS: Štefánik Award, Dr. Cincík
NOTE: Side 2 of reel de-magnetized to various degrees. Some still audible, others undecipherable

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-5 (formerly Item C.2)
MAIN ENTRY: Unknown
TITLE: The General DR. Milan R. Štefánik Award to Dr. Cincík
LOCATION: New York
DATE: 1969
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 7 1/2 ips.
FORMAT: 6" reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 270:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 6
DESCRIPTION: Recordings of the full Award Presentation ceremony, including introductions, addresses, musical program, recitations, acceptance speech, national anthems, etc.
PARTICIPANTS: Dr. Cincík, Unknown Participants
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: Unknown
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
SUBJECTS: Štefánik Award, Dr. Cincik

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-6 (formerly Item C.3)
MAIN ENTRY: Unknown
TITLE: The General DR. Milan R. Štefánik Award to Dr. Cincík
LOCATION: New York
DATE: 1969
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 7 1/2 ips.
FORMAT: 6" reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 270:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 6
DESCRIPTION: Recordings of the full Award Presentation ceremony, including introductions, addresses, musical program, recitations, acceptance speech, national anthems, etc.
PARTICIPANTS: Dr. Cincík, Unknown
The General DR. Milan R. Štefánik Award to Dr. Cincík

LOCATION: New York

DATE: 1969

TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 7 1/2 ips.

FORMAT: 6" reel to reel tapes

DURATION: 270:00 min (total)

NO. OF ITEMS: 6

DESCRIPTION: Recordings of the full Award Presentation ceremony, including introductions, addresses, musical program, recitations, acceptance speech, national anthems, etc.

PARTICIPANTS: Dr. Cincík, Unknown

ADDED ENTRIES:
CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-9 (formerly Item C.6)
TITLE: The General DR. Milan R. Štefánik Award to Dr. Cincík
LOCATION: New York
DATE: 1969
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 7 1/2 ips.
FORMAT: 6" reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 270:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 6
DESCRIPTION: Recordings of the full Award Presentation ceremony, including introductions, addresses, musical program, recitations, acceptance speech, national anthems, etc.
PARTICIPANTS: Dr. Cincík, Unknown
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: Unknown
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
SUBJECTS: Štefánik Award, Dr. Cincík
NOTE: Side 2 of reel de-magnetized to various degrees. Some still audible, others undecipherable

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)
FILE D. HLINKA, ANTON

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-10 (formerly Item D.1)
MAIN ENTRY: Radio Free Europe
TITLE: "Pomer viery a vedy"
LOCATION: [Europe]
DATE: [before 1992]
TECHNICAL REMARKS:
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 180:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 5
DESCRIPTION:
PARTICIPANTS: Hlinka, Anton
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Talks
SUBJECTS: Religion, Science

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-11 (formerly Item D.2)
MAIN ENTRY: Radio Free Europe
TITLE: "Pomer viery a vedy"
LOCATION: [Europe]
DATE: [before 1992]
TECHNICAL REMARKS:
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 180:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 5
DESCRIPTION:
PARTICIPANTS: Hlinka, Anton
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Talks
SUBJECTS: Religion, Science

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-12 (formerly Item D.3)
MAIN ENTRY: Radio Free Europe
TITLE: "Pomer viery a vedy"
LOCATION: [Europe]
DATE: [before 1992]
TECHNICAL REMARKS:
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 180:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 5
DESCRIPTION:
PARTICIPANTS: Hlinka, Anton
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Talks
SUBJECTS: Religion, Science
CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-13 (formerly Item D.4)
MAIN ENTRY: Radio Free Europe
TITLE: "Pomer viery a vedy"
LOCATION: [Europe]
DATE: [before 1992]
TECHNICAL REMARKS:
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 180:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 5
DESCRIPTION:
PARTICIPANTS: Hlinka, Anton
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Talks
SUBJECTS: Religion, Science

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-14 (formerly Item D.5)
MAIN ENTRY: Radio Free Europe
TITLE: "Pomer viery a vedy"
LOCATION: [Europe]
DATE: [before 1992]
TECHNICAL REMARKS:
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 180:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 5
DESCRIPTION:
PARTICIPANTS: Hlinka, Anton
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Talks
SUBJECTS: Religion, Science

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-15 (formerly Item D.6)
MAIN ENTRY: Radio Free Europe
TITLE: Rozhlasové hry
LOCATION: Unknown
DATE: Side A: Christmas 1971/ Side B: Easter 1972
TECHNICAL REMARKS:
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 120:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
PARTICIPANTS: M.Tivorský (moderator), Unknown actors
ADDED ENTRIES: Anton Hlinka, writer and scripter; Karol Strmeš, translator
LANGUAGE: Slovak
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Plays
SUBJECTS: Religion, Radio Theatre

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-16 (formerly Item D.7)
MAIN ENTRY: Radio Free Europe
TITLE: Radiosceny
LOCATION: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
TECHNICAL REMARKS:
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 75:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
PARTICIPANTS: Unknown
ADDED ENTRIES: Paul Claudel; Anton Hlinka
LANGUAGE: Slovak
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Programs
SUBJECTS: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-17 (formerly Item D.8)
MAIN ENTRY: Radio Free Europe
TITLE: Rozhlasová hra
LOCATION: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Side A only
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 45:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: "Pašie z hladiska dneska". (Passion of Christ according to Matthew)
PARTICIPANTS: Unknown
ADDED ENTRIES: Anton Hlinka, writer
LANGUAGE: Slovak
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Play
SUBJECTS: Religion, Radio Theatre

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-18 (formerly Item D.9)
MAIN ENTRY: Radio Free Europe
TITLE: Apelacný sud Ježišov
LOCATION: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Side A only
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 45:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: PARTICIPANTS: Unknown
ADDED ENTRIES: Anton Hlinka, writer
LANGUAGE: Slovak
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Play
SUBJECTS: Radio Theatre

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-19 (formerly Item D.10)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: "Pušt mesta". (City in the desert)
LOCATION: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
TECHNICAL REMARKS: 
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 120:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 2
DESCRIPTION: Retreat materials based on the spirituality of Brother Carlo Caretto
PARTICIPANTS: Anton Hlinka, preacher
ADDED ENTRIES: 
LANGUAGE: Slovak
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: 
SUBJECTS: Religion, Spirituality
NOTE: Linked to SR-X20-2-20
CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-20 (formerly Item D.11)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: "Pušt mesta". (City in the desert)
LOCATION: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
TECHNICAL REMARKS:
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 120:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 2
DESCRIPTION: Retreat materials based on the spirituality of Brother Carlo Caretto
PARTICIPANTS: Anton Hlinka, preacher
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: Slovak
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Personal Recording
SUBJECTS: Religion, Spirituality
NOTE: Linked to SR-X20-2-19

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)
FILE E. MIDlick, Andrej

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-21
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Personal account of life in America through the eyes of a Slovak emigrant
LOCATION: 1194 de Tracy, Montreal, Quebec
DATE: 10 December, 1965
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 180:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: - Private conversation in Ján Doránsky's home on the occasion of Midlick's 65th birthday: Personal account of life in America through the eyes of a Slovak emigrant.
PARTICIPANTS: Ján Doránsky; Andrej Midlick
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: Slovak, English, French
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Personal Recording
SUBJECTS: Emigration to America, Slovak Emigration, Personal Stories
NOTE: Taping of conversation starts at 015 only

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)
FILE F. MIKUŠ, JOZEF

139
CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-22 (formerly Item F.1)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Interview given by Jozef Mikuš to Dr. Imrich Kružliak
LOCATION: Washington
DATE: May 5th, 1979
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Poor sound quality
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 120:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 2
DESCRIPTION: Personal data, personal account of events, involvement, appointments, and political views
PARTICIPANTS: Jozef Mikuš, Dr. Imrich Kružliak
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: Slovak
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Interview
SUBJECTS: Personal story, Politics, Involvement
NOTE: Linked to SR-X20-2-23

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-23 (formerly Item F.2)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Interview given by Jozef Mikuš to Dr. Imrich Kružliak
LOCATION: Washington
DATE: May 5th, 1979
TECHNICAL REMARKS:
FORMAT: Audiocassette
DURATION: 120:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 2
DESCRIPTION: Personal data, personal account of events, involvement, appointments, and political views
PARTICIPANTS: Jozef Mikuš, Dr. Imrich Kružliak
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: Slovak
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Interview
SUBJECTS: Personal story, Politics, Involvement
NOTE: Linked to SR-X20-2-22

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-24 (formerly Item F.3)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Conversation with Jozef Mikuš (and his wife Renée)
LOCATION: Montreal, Quebec (Ján Doránsky’s home)
DATE: July 26th, 1967
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 5" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 45:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: Reflexions on Mikuš' captivity, on his books, etc. Comments by Renée Mikuš-Perréal on her husband
PARTICIPANTS: Jozef Mikuš, Renée Mikuš-Perréal, Ján Doránsky
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Personal Recording
SUBJECTS:

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-25 (formerly Item F.4)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Mikuš’s visit to Ján Mest'anšík’s home
LOCATION: Montreal, Quebec (Ján Mest'anšík’s home)
DATE: Unknown
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 5" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 80:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: Conversation and singing during a visit by Mikuš in Ján Mest'anšík's home
PARTICIPANTS: Mikuš, Ján Mest'anšík
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Personal Recording
SUBJECTS:
NOTE: Some sections have poor sound quality

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)
FILE G. MRAZIK, JOSEPH

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-26 (formerly Item G.1)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Public Lecture on Slovakia
LOCATION: Unknown
DATE: October 25th, 1957
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 180:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: Public lecture on the social, political, economic conditions in Slovakia
PARTICIPANTS: [Mrazik]
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Unknown
SUBJECTS: Slovakia, Society, Politics, Economy
NOTE: Some portions have poor sound quality

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)
FILE H. MUSIC, SLOVAK

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-27 (formerly Item H.1)
MAIN ENTRY: CJMS Radio
TITLE: Slovak Music
LOCATION: Montreal, Quebec
DATE: Unknown
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 150:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: Slovak folk dancing music, Slovak folksongs, military marches, Slovak ballads, modern songs and ballroom music
PARTICIPANTS: Unknown
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Unknown
SUBJECTS: Slovak Music
NOTES: No taping between 006 and 093, 099 and 162 of recording

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-28 (formerly Item H.2)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Slovak folksongs and readings
LOCATION: Unknown
DATE: 1967, 1969
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 105 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
PARTICIPANTS: Unknown
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Unknown
SUBJECTS: Slovak Music
NOTE: Lists of artists, texts, and songs included in tape box
NOTE: Taping on side 2 only

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-29 (formerly Item H.3)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Religious music
LOCATION: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 135:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: Mass prayers, readings, hymns, midnight Mass celebration
PARTICIPANTS: Unknown
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Unknown
SUBJECTS: Religious Music
NOTE: Side 1, recording between 018 - 526 only
NOTE: Some portions have very poor sound quality

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-30 (formerly Item H.4)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Relaciá matkaw Sestry Sedlactové
LOCATION: Montreal, Quebec
DATE: Unknown
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 7 1/2 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 98:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: Slovak songs, music, and commentaries
PARTICIPANTS: Unknown
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Program
SUBJECTS: Slovak Music
NOTE: Some portions have very poor sound quality; side 2 is partially de-magnetized

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)
FILE I. PIAŠEK, KORNEL

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-31 (formerly Item I.1)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Piašek interviewed by Staško
LOCATION: Montreal, Quebec
DATE: June, 1974
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 5" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 70:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: Piašek tells of his life, and comments on various events.
PARTICIPANTS: Kornel Piašek; Joseph Staško
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
SUBJECTS: Personal Story

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)
FILE J. PROSE AND POETRY

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-32 (formerly Item J.1)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Zo slovenskej klasiky a súčasná slovenská poézia: recituje Ludovit Ozábal, cl. cinohry SND
LOCATION: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 5" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 135:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 2
DESCRIPTION: Prose and poetry readings from authors
PARTICIPANTS: Andrej Sládkovič, Ján Botto, Jánko Král, P.O. Hviezdoslav, Ivan Krasko, Ján Smrek, Vojt. Mihálík, Pavol Horov, Ján Kostra Milan Rúfus, Štefan Záry, Laco Novomeský, and Ludovit Ozábal, narrator and member of the National Slovak Theatre
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: Slovak
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Personal Recording
SUBJECTS: Prose, Poetry, Slovak Literature
NOTE: Linked to SR-X20-2-33

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-33 (formerly Item J.2)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Zo slovenskej klasiky a súcasná slovenská poézia: recituje Ludovit Ozábal, cl. cinohry SND
LOCATION: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 5" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 135:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 2
DESCRIPTION: Prose and poetry readings from authors
PARTICIPANTS: Andrej Sládkovič, Ján Botto, Janko Král, P.O. Hviezdoslav, Ivan Krasko, Ján Smrek, Vojt. Mihálik, Pavol Horov, Ján Kostra Milan Rúfus, Štefan Záry, Laco Novomeský, and Ludovit Ozábal, narrator and member of the National Slovak Theatre
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: Slovak
DONOR: Joseph Staško
SUBJECTS: Prose, Poetry, Slovak Literature
NOTE: Linked to SR-X20-2-32

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)
FILE K. ŠPRINC, MIKULÁŠ

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-34 (formerly Item K.1)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Informal Conversations at Doránsky's
LOCATION: Montreal, Quebec
DATE: July, 1967
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 5" reel to reel tape
DURATION: 90:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: Informal conversations with Ján Doránsky, in his home, during visits by Cincík, Murín, and Šprinc, at the time of the World Fair, Expo '67
PARTICIPANTS: Ján Doránsky; Joseph Cincík; Karol Murín, and Mikulaš Šprinc
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Personal Recording
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SUBJECTS:
NOTE: Sound of very poor quality

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)
FILE L. STAŠKO, JOSEPH

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-35 (formerly Item L.1)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Pohl'ad na politiku – SSR
LOCATION: New York
DATE: June, 1962
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 71/2 ips
FORMAT: 7” reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 175:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 4
DESCRIPTION: Overview of the politics of the Czecho-Slovak Republic
PARTICIPANTS: [Joseph Staško]
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
SUBJECTS: Politics
NOTE: Side 1 only

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-36 (formerly Item L.2)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Pohl’ad na politiku – SSR
LOCATION: New York
DATE: June, 1962
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 71/2 ips
FORMAT: 7” reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 175:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 4
DESCRIPTION: Overview of the politics of the Czecho-Slovak Republic
PARTICIPANTS: [Joseph Staško]
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
SUBJECTS: Politics
NOTE: Side 2 is partially de-magnetized, mostly unusable
CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-37 (formerly Item L.3)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Pohl'ad na politiku SSR
LOCATION: New York
DATE: June, 1962
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 71/2 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 175:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 4
DESCRIPTION: Overview of the politics of the Czecho-Slovak Republic
PARTICIPANTS: [Joseph Staško]
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
SUBJECTS: Politics
NOTE: Side 1 only

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-38 (formerly Item L.4a)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Pohl'ad na politiku SSR
LOCATION: New York
DATE: June, 1962
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 ¾ ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 175:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 4
DESCRIPTION: Overview of the politics of the Czecho-Slovak Republic
PARTICIPANTS: [Joseph Staško]
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
SUBJECTS: Politics
NOTE: Side 1 only

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-39 (formerly Item L.4b)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Kultúrno-mravný profil Slovenska
LOCATION: New York
DATE: 1962
TECHNICAL REMARKS: speed 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 80:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 3
DESCRIPTION: The moral-cultural profile of Slovakia
PARTICIPANTS: [Joseph Staško]
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
SUBJECTS: Culture, Morality, Slovakia
NOTE: Side 2 only
NOTE: Linked to SR-X20-2-40, SR-X20-2-41

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-40 (formerly Item L.5)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Kultúrno-mravný profil Slovenska
LOCATION: New York
DATE: 1962
TECHNICAL REMARKS: speed: 7 1/2 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 80:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 3
DESCRIPTION: The moral-cultural profile of Slovakia
PARTICIPANTS: [Joseph Staško]
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
SUBJECTS: Culture, Morality, Slovakia
NOTE: Side 1 only
NOTE: Linked to SR-X20-2-39, SR-X20-2-41

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-41 (formerly Item L.6)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Kultúrno-mravný profil Slovenska
LOCATION: New York
DATE: 1962
TECHNICAL REMARKS: speed: 7 1/2 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 80:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 3
DESCRIPTION: The moral-cultural profile of Slovakia
PARTICIPANTS: [Joseph Staško]
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
SUBJECTS: Culture, Morality, Slovakia
NOTE: Side 1 only

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-42 (formerly Item L.7)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Hospodársko-sociálny obraz Slovenska
LOCATION: New York
DATE: 1962
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 7 1/2 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 80:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 2
DESCRIPTION: The socio-economic picture of Slovakia
PARTICIPANTS: [Joseph Staško]
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
SUBJECTS: Socio-economic Issues, Slovakia
NOTE: Side 1 only
NOTE: Linked to SR-X20-2-43

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-43 (formerly Item L.8)
MAIN ENTRY:
TITLE: Hospodársko-sociálny obraz Slovenska
LOCATION: New York
DATE: 1962
TECHNICAL REMARKS: speed: 3 3/4 ips
FORMAT: 7" reel to reel tapes
DURATION: 80:00 min (total)
NO. OF ITEMS: 2
DESCRIPTION: The socio-economic picture of Slovakia
PARTICIPANTS: [Joseph Staško]
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [Slovak]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE:
**SUBJECTS:** Socio-economic Issues, Slovakia
**NOTE:** Linked to SR-X20-2-42

**CALL NUMBER:** SR-X20-2-44 (formerly Item L.9)
**MAIN ENTRY:**
**TITLE:** Rozhl'ad. Nový rok 1975. Marginalie k C-S Vztahom
**LOCATION:** New York
**DATE:** 1975
**TECHNICAL REMARKS:** Speed: 7 1/2 ips
**FORMAT:** 3" reel to reel
**DURATION:** 13:00 min.
**NO. OF ITEMS:** 1
**DESCRIPTION:** New Year message
**PARTICIPANTS:** [Joseph Staško]
**ADDED ENTRIES:**
**LANGUAGE:** [Slovak]
**DONOR:** Joseph Staško
**RECORD TYPE:**
**SUBJECTS:** New Year

**CALL NUMBER:** SR-X20-2-45 (formerly Item L.10)
**MAIN ENTRY:**
**TITLE:** Personal tapings of Joseph Staško
**LOCATION:** Staško’s Home [New York]
**DATE:** Various dates
**TECHNICAL REMARKS:** Speed: 3 3/4 ips
**FORMAT:** 5" reel to reel tape
**DURATION:** 45:00 min
**NO. OF ITEMS:** 1
**DESCRIPTION:** Conversations, singing, etc. from his home on various occasions
**PARTICIPANTS:** Joseph Staško
**ADDED ENTRIES:**
**LANGUAGE:** [Slovak]
**DONOR:** Joseph Staško
**RECORD TYPE:** Personal Recording
**SUBJECTS:**
**NOTE:** Very poor quality, some erased portions, double taping in other sections

**CALL NUMBER:** SR-X20-2-46 (formerly Item L.11)
**MAIN ENTRY:**
**TITLE:** Tribute to Montreal
LOCATION: Montreal, Quebec  
DATE: July, 1967  
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips.  
FORMAT: 5" reel to reel tape  
DURATION: 75:00 min.  
NO. OF ITEMS: 1  
DESCRIPTION: Singing and private conversations in Ján Doránsky's home during a visit by Staško on the occasion of Expo '67  
PARTICIPANTS: 
ADDED ENTRIES:  
LANGUAGE: [Slovak, English, French]  
DONOR: Joseph Staško  
RECORD TYPE: Personal Recording  
SUBJECTS:  
NOTE: Some sections have poor sound quality  
NOTE: See also SR-X20-2-31

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)  
FILE M. STRME…, KAROL

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-47 (formerly Item M.1)  
MAIN ENTRY:  
TITLE: Poems and Music for Strme’s Birthday  
LOCATION: Unknown  
DATE: April, 1971  
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 3 3/4 ips  
FORMAT: 5" reel to reel tape  
DURATION: 90:00 min.  
NO. OF ITEMS: 1  
DESCRIPTION: Collection of poems and music presented to Karol Strme for his 50th birthday  
PARTICIPANTS: Karol Strme, [unidentified narrator]  
ADDED ENTRIES:  
LANGUAGE: Unknown  
DONOR: Joseph Staško  
RECORD TYPE: Personal Recording  
SUBJECTS: Poetry, Music  
NOTE: Some portions have poor sound quality; some portions on side 2 are erased

SERIES IV: MAGNETOFONOVÉ PÁSKY (MAGNETIC TAPES)  
FILE N. SURA, FRANK

CALL NUMBER: SR-X20-2-48 (formerly Item N.1)  
MAIN ENTRY: CBC Radio
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TITLE: Radio interviews with Sura, Kvetan, and Dvorský, by M. Smol
LOCATION: Montreal, Quebec
DATE: 24 September, 1958
TECHNICAL REMARKS: Speed: 7 1/2 ips; Rewinding is backward
FORMAT: 7” reel to reel tape
DURATION: 18:00 min.
NO. OF ITEMS: 1
DESCRIPTION: On the Canadian Slovak League and the Canadian Slovak Cultural Centre
PARTICIPANTS: Sura; Kvetan; Dvorský; M. Smol, interviewer
ADDED ENTRIES:
LANGUAGE: [English]
DONOR: Joseph Staško
RECORD TYPE: Radio Interviews
SUBJECTS: Canadian Slovak League, Canadian Slovak Cultural Centre
NOTE: Side 1: taping from 001 to 407 only; Side 2: taping starts at 324; Useless material on side 2.

Cross References:
Mest'aník, Ján, see SR-X20-2-25.
Mikuš, Renée (née Perréal) see SR-X20-2-24.
Murín, Karol see SR-X20-2-34.